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Winer Issues Challenge for Trinity Awareness Week
Speaking in the Cave Sunday
night, Dean of Students David Wi-
ner challenged Trinity students to
become more open-minded human
beings as he kicked off Awareness
Week 1985.
In a concise well-written speech,
Winer emphasized the importance
of student awareness as an inte-
gral part of a liberal arts educa-
tion. Still, the speech took a
somewhat critical tone in its den-
ounciation of the lack of awareness
on the part of the student body.
"It disappoints me that we need
to have a formal Awareness
Week," said the Dean of Students,
"the awareness that we become
sensitive to this week is a state of
mind, of attitude and of value that
should be with us twenty-four
hours a day, 365 days a year."
A disappointing crowd of about
thirty listened intently as Winer
told them, ''this exhortation is not
for you; it is for those who are less
aware than desirable."
Winer suggested that while
there might be genuine conern for
the plight of others, it registers
little priority in the mind of the
average person.
"Yes, we are touched by I ho fa-
mine in Ethiopia, especially when
a starving child is thrust upon us
via the television screen, but what
do we do about it then? We might
comment about how terrible it is,
but it doesn't really remain fixed
in our consciousnesses."
In an interesting sidelight the
College Republicans apparently
sent out a flyer last week calling
for an organizational meeting to
combat what they saw as the lib-
eral bias of the Awareness Week. ,
Speaking for the College Repub-
licans, President David Discenza
confirmed the organization had
sent the notice to several club
members, but said that "it wasn't
any mass mailing or anything. We
just wanted to get the Republican
view aired."
"Look, there are two sides to
every issue and most of the organ-
lztions sponsored are somewhat
liberal, we have a responsibility to
appeal to the conservative student
on this campus," said Discenza.
"We're not against Awareness
Week or anything, in fact, we think
it's a great idea. It's just that we
think with some issues there
should be the opportunity to air
different views."
"I find it unfortunate," said the
leaner of the College Repubicans,
"that some, people get upset about
the pettiest things." ' .
This semester the SGA has voted
to hold the week of March 3rd-llth
as an "awareness week,"
ASIA plans to celebrate the
Chinese New Year, by purchasing
a Chinese dragon and have mem-
bers run around campus in it. Hil-
lel has planned a dinner for March
8 and an interfaith discussion en-
titled "Unity in Action" :




Yeoman of the Guard
Reviewed, page 11
In past semesters, the Tripod
has printed a list of interns and
their placements for that semes-
ter. The number of students in-
volved in internships has risen to
such a great number that it is no
longer possible for this list to be
printed in the paper. For those
students who are interested in
where their fellow students are in-
terning and who from the faculty
is supervising them, there is a list
on the Internship News bulletin
board across from Follett's in
Mather and on the board outside
the Internship Office in Seabury
42-A.
There are 173 interns this se-
mester being supervised by 61
members of the faculty. There are
41 different majors represented
including several double major
combinations.
Internship Night is held each se-
mester for those students planning
an internship in the future. Rep-
resentatives from community or-
ganizations will speak briefly about
openings for the next semester and
students may obtain general infor-
mation, about planning an intern-
ship. All students are welcome.
Notices of the date will be distri-
biuted at the appropriate time.
The Directory of Internships is
available in the Internship Office.
Also on file there are student eval-
uations of past internships. It is
not necessary to have an appoint-
mant to look at these evaluations
or to pick up a Directory, but if
you need to talk to Mrs. Cox,
please sign up on the appointment
sheet outside the door.
New listings come in on a rolling
basis. These new openings, which
do not appear in the Direeto?-y, are
posted on the two bulletin boards.
Summer jobs and internships will
also be posted in these places. If
you are thinking of doing an in-
ternship in the Summer or Fall; it
is helpful for you to talk to Mrs.
Cox, or her Student Assistant, Ju-
liana Garro, prior to Pre-registra-
tion on April 23. This allows time
for an explanation of the program
and its requirements, and also
helps the student in planning his/
her overall schedule. Students are
encouraged to discuss internship
plans with the student's academic
advisor to make me total planning
cohesive. An internship requires
blocks of time and student's sched-
ule must be able to accomodate this
arrangement without putting a
strain on the student's course of
study. Planning is extremelv im-
portant to insure a successful ex-
perience.
In January, Betty Ann Cox was
the featured speaker at the state-




All students accepted by Trinity
last spring received a survey with
their acceptance letter. The sur-
vey, prepared and compiled by As-
sociate Administrative Dean Jack
Waggett, dealt with what factors
influenced prospective freshmen to
consider Trinity.
Returned by 92% of the Fresh-
man class- and 60% of those stu-
dents who chose to attend other
schools, the survey resulted in
2000 pages of computer printouts
and will be helpful in the College's
future planning.
The survey itself contained three
sections. The first, dealing with
Admissions "Overlap", asked the
students to list the colleges to
which they applied and what ad-
missions action was taken. The
second asked the students to rate
the influence of various factors,
such as parents, high school teach-
ers. Trinity admissions staff, etc.,
on a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being
"greatly increased desire" and 5
being "greatly decreased desire"
to go to Trinity. The third asked
the students to use the same scale
again to rate the. "Potentially in-
fluencing factors of Trinity Col-
continued on page 4




Students at Trinity may now apply
for participation in the Barbieri
• Center/Rome Campus program for
the fall semester 1985. Informa-
tion and application materials are
available from the secretary in the
IDP Office at 76 Vernon Street.
Please apply as early as possible;
the deadline is March 22,1985.
Games Tourney
The following students were win-
ners in the Pool and Ping Pong
Tournaments recently held in the
MCC Game Room. Pool: Winner,
Robert Harris; Runner-up, Peter
Plati. Ping Pong: Winner, William
Macauley; Runner-up, Clark Si-
mons. .
Non-verbal Comm
The Gender, Culture and Educa-
tion series continues with a discus-
sion of Gender, Ethnicity and
Non-verbal Communication led by
Dr. Martha Miller, Assoe Dean of
the Yale School of Management.
The lecture will be held on march
12 at 7;30pm in the Faculty Club.
The lecture is co-sponsored by the
Women's Center, Educational
Studies and Psychology Depart-
ments; everyone is invited,
4th Quarter PhysEd
Registration will be .held all week
for fourth quarter physical educa-
tiott.-elas^es.- Select yottr cowse to •>•
the Ferris Lobby 9am to Noon, '
through Friday, March 8,
Senior Art Exhibit
Kristine Smith will exhibit her
works this week in Germery Hall
as part of the Studio Arts Major
Exhibition Series. The show in-
cludes prints, paintings and sculp-
ture. A reception will be held
Tuesday from 5-7pm at the Art
Center.
Weekly IFC
The next IFC (Inter Fraternity
Council) meeting will be held at
9pm on Thursday night in New
Lounge. The public is invited to
attend:
Open House
The Poetry Center will have an
open house to welcome Marvin
Bell, this year's Poet-in-Residence.
It will be held in the English De-
partment Lounge at 115 Vernon
Street on Monday, March 11 from
4:15pm to 5:30. Please come and
meet our visiting poet this year.
Juggling Workshops
There will be a series of informal
workshops for jugglers or would-
be jugglers for the next two
Wednesdays — March 6, and
March 13. The group will meet in
. the Washington''Room fsooi 7 to
•9/ lM ;KJlf ' l f t& W f ^ tp f
including- beginners. Please bring
at least three objects to juggle.
Cinestudio
Tonight Only
In the Name of the People 7:30
(1985) This moving portrait of El Salvador's revolution as seen through
the eyes of combatants and their supporters was filmed at great risk by
four American journalists behind guerrilla lines. By focussing on individ-
uals, young and old, the film documents political struggle in a very per-
sonal, moving way. Nominated for this year's upcoming Academy Awards.
A Hartford PremireE. 75 min.
Improper Conduct 9pm
(France, 1984) This highly controversial film by-two Cuban-born filmmak-
ers is an examination of how the Castro government treats homosexuals
and, by extension, many artists, intellectuals and other embarrassing and/
or "anti-social" elements. In interviews with both Communists and dissi-
dents the film exposes a darker side of the revolution hitherto unnoted:
sexual paranoia and brutal police action. A Hartford Premire. 110 min.
Wednesday through Saturday
The Last of the Blue Devils 7:30
(1974-80) With Count Basie and his orchestra, Big Joe Janner, Jay Mc-
Siiann Joes et al. A glorious reunion of the great musicians who played
Kansas City Jazz — their conversations and reminiscences, and especially
their music from blue to boogie. A rare appearence for a very special film.
90 min.
The Cotton Club 9:15
(1984) Lavish and spectacular melodrama with the music from the time ot
speakeasies and mobsters features Richard Gere as a white cornet player
who becomes involved wuth hoods running the Harlem numbers racket.
Parallel is the story of a young black tap-dancer and his love for a showgirl.
The background for the story is the music of the famed Cotton Club, a
showcase for black performers. A rich tapestry of period Ameriana. 127
Sunday through Tuesday
Stolen Kisses 7:30
(France 1969) Further adventure of Antoine Doinel, the little boy of The
400 Blows. Here, he is honorably discharged from the army, tries to
accommodate himself to a job, has his first encounters with women. An
affectionately wry comedy — one of director Francois Truffaut best. 91
min.
Three Brothers 9:15
(Italy 1981) Family ties and their erosion over time are the subject of this
gentle and luminous film. The Tre Fratelli return to their native farming
village for the funeral of'their mother. Social differences become apparent
through a series of superbly photographed flashbacks, which allow him to
comment on the value of family roots. Beautifully acted. 113 min.
Unclassified
Dancing Class
Social Ballroom and Disco classes
with weekly dances for singles and
couples. Friday and Saturday
nights. 8pm BYOP $5 admission
includes private and group lessons
in all 13 danees at all levels and
styles (All-American, Latin and In-
ternational). Enter regional and
national competitions, earn medals
and dance for fun. U.S. Dance
Club Rocky Hill Studio of Cham-
pions 529-3442.
Work at Home
Earn $300 to $500 a week, work
1-2 hours a day processing mail
from home, no experience neces-
sary! No obligation! Send self-ad-
dressed envelope to: P. Montana
P.O. Box 397 Skokie, II 60076
Help Wanted
Excellent Income for part time
home assembly work. For infor-
mation cal (312) 741-8400 Ext.
1500.
Interview Today
Professional and summer positions
with Public Interest Research
Groups (PIRGs) available nation-
wide. Work on environmental/so-
cial justice/corporate and
governmental accountability is-
sues. Interviews are scheduled for
March 5. For more information call
Claudia Basso (617) 423-1796.
Exercise Insructor
Nautilus Instuctor needed — ex-
perience required. Call 666-8451.






Sponsored by the TCAC Cultural
Committee and the Art Club.
Works will include photos, draw-
ings, literary magazines, etc. The
exhibit is intended to make the
Trinity community more aware of








A Nuf of This Nuf Stuff.
Skrunch
I still want to talk if you do. Youv'e
got to make the first move; you
made the last one.
W.B.L.
David Bowie
Your'e twisted, perverted, and
sick, but we like that in a person.




Please see page 3 for a full sched-
ule of Awareness Week events.
There have been some changes and
corrections since last week, so
check carefully. This week is a val-
' uable opportunity to expand your
views; take advantage of the pro-





True or False? Switching drinks will make
you drunker than staying with one kind of
alcoholic beverage.
False. Mixing and/or switching drinks
won't make you drunker. You determine
your drunkness by the amount of alcohol
you consume, not from the flavor of the
alcohol, However Progressive Parties can
still make some people feel sick because
of the combination of the different mixers.
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WARENESSWEEK
A group of fifteen students has
been meeting each Friday to es-
tablish the Awareness Week
schedule. Representatives from a
wide range of campus organiza-
tions met and shared ideas about
how student apathy at Trinity
could be combatted. Each repre-
sentative left the weekly meetings
and made contacts in Hartford or
elsewhere with people who could
challenge students to question
their traditional prejudices and
views, so that they might become
more educated people.
At the core of the Awareness
Week activities,is a commitment
to leveling the barriers of igno-
rance that have kept people di-
vided and uncritically aligned to
certain ideologies, left or right.
Quite often, one's open and honest
pursuit of the truth is clouded by
lack of exposure to diverse groups
of people and views. Such limits to
the understanding of the wide
range of possible ways of being hu-
man should not exist in a liberal
arts environment.
The SGA Awareness Week com-
mittee has worked hard to bring
numerous lectures, films, discus-
sions, and social events to campus
eor the aforementioned week. Is-
sues include Racism, Homophobia,
Sexism,' World Hunger, etc. The
list of events is varied enough so
that students can choose areas in
which they might lack some deeper
understanding and be encouraged
to participate in an event address-
ing their interests.
Awareness Week can help bring
the Trinity community closer to-
gether in mutual understanding
and concern. Diversity requires ac-
m *
'^j^^^yfi^^^^^
ceptance. We, as your fellow
Black, Hispanic, White, Republi-
can, Democrat, Lesbian, Gay, Jew-
ish, Catholic, etc., students request
the presence of the College com-
muntiy at Awareness Week activ-
ities. Bring a friend to the
activities and make friends at the
week's activities which help cele-
brate the beauty of differences.. It
is our hope that as students, fac-
ulty, administrators and staff, we
can open ourselves more fully to a
critical self-analysis individually
photograph by Virginia T. MoLaury
and communally, so that we can
move even closer to becoming tol-
erant and accepting human beings
and reflect such tolerance in our
actions.
1985 Schedule of Events
Tue 5th
Saga Food
Saga lunch and dinner will feature
an awareness of nutritional foods
and beverages.
Social Policy Seminar
4 p m Undergraduate Seminar
given by Charles Murray, author
of Losing Ground: American So-
oial Policy, 1950-1980 (Basic Books,
1984). Please see Professor Gun-
derson, Seabury S4D, to reserve a
place in the seminar as it is likely
to be oversubscribed.
Health Awareness
4:30 -5:30pm Aerobics class with




7:30pm Racism Workshop with Joe




8pm Charles Murray will lecture'
on "Losing Ground." Murray's
lecture is about changing Ameri-
can social policies.
Goodwin Theatre, A AC
Films: Cinestudio





12- 1:30pm WRTC broadcast of
"War of the Worlds"
Sexual Harassment
2- 3:30pm Sexual Harassment




4 -5:30pm Homophobia workshop




7pm The Classroom Climate: A
Chilly One for Women? Participa-
tion is limited to ten men and ten
women. To reserve a space, please
contact Louise Fisher, ext. 470 or
ext. 479. Please pick up reports in
box outside Professor Diane Zan-
noni's office, Williams Memorial
316 or Louise Fisher's office, 76
Vernon Street. The report must be
read prior to attending this event
•Alumni Lounge
Date Rape
7 -8:30pm Date Rape: Does It Hap-
pen At Trinity? Paula Chu-Rich-
ardson will speak on this topic.
Acquaintance rape, or date rape,
has recently emerged as a wide-
spread phenomenon on college
campuses.- Is this a new trend? Or
have women only recently found
the courage to report it? If female
students at Trinity were asked if
they had ever been raped, num-
bers answering "yes" would prob-
ably be low. What would happen if
they were asked if they have ever
had sexual intercourse against
their will? Does it happen at Trin-
ity?
Psi U, 81 •Vernon Street
Look at Vietnam
7 -9pm The Truth of Vietnam: Les-
sons for the Contemporary Anti-
War Movement. Brian Becker, na-
tional coordinator of the People's
Anti-War Mobilization. His lecture
is sponsored by the All Peoples




7 -10pm USA-USSR: What are the .
facts? Following the film, there will •
be a panel discussion of three fac-
ulty memebers: Professors Kirk-
patrick, Lee, and Miller Brown.
McCook Auditorium
International Banking
8pm Niles Helmboldt; President of
Equator Bank, Ltd., Nassau, Lon-
don, and Hartford, will speak on
Equator Bank's financial services
, and banking activities in Africa.
Arthur Casavant III, 2nd Vice
President of Chase Manhattan
Bank, N.A., New York, will dis-
cuss Chase Manhattan's interna-




12:30 -1:30pm Jane Fleishman,
Connecticut State Workmen's
Compensation Board, will speak on
Video Display Terminals: A Haz-
ard to Your Health?




4pm A videotape on hazing from
CHUCK (Committee to Halt Use-
less College Killings) will Be shown.
A discussion with Dean Tolliver
will follow.
St. Anthony Hall, 340 Summit
Street .
Student Activism




7pm The Environment, Involve-
ment and Image Charles Gabar-




7:30- 9:30pm Racismfrom a White
Perspective. Laura Cohen will give





Offhand will sponsor a Coffehouse.
Refreshments and entertainment




9pm trinity Squares Faculty
members and administrators will
participate in a fun game show,
which will incorporate alcohol ed-
ucation and Trinity trivia, A





4? 7pm'International Women's Day
Party — Salute to Mother, spon-
sored by the Women's Center.
Wean Lounge, MCC
Hillel Dinner & Forum
6pm Dinner and an Inter-Faith
service sponsored by Hillel. This is
a campus wide event. There is no
few, but donations will be ac-
cepted. Reservations, though, are
appreciated. Please call Andrea
Cohen-Kiener, 233-6838, or David
Rubinger, 524-5008, before Thurs-
day.
8pm Following dinner, there will
be a special program: "Guess
Who's Coming to Dinner: An.Ex-
ploration of Interfaith Relations"
The program will be facilitated by
one Jewish and one Episcopalian
human relations expert.
All are invited . •
Washington Room
Substance Abuse
7:30pm The Trinity Alcohol
Awareness Project and the Inter-
fraternity Council will co^sponsor
a lecture on Alcohol and Drug
Abuse. Richard Ryan from Crea-
tive Drug Rehabilitation will speak.
MeCook Auditorium
Sat 9th
2 -4pm Artists for Social Change
Artists, poets, and dance/theatre
people will collaborate in a per-
formance/exhibition. Judy Branf-
man from Artists Call in Hartford
will, present a slide show presen-
tation dealing with the Nicaraguan
culture. Marianne Allessio and Mi-
chael Jacobson will do an interpre-
tive dance piece on Trinity .Allyson
Geller will read Carolyne Forche's




9pm -2am IFCICommunity Out-
reach Program Dance and Lip
Synch Contest Proceeds will go to
the Community Outreach program
Washington Room
continued on page 7
.Be. Aware....
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On the Long Walk
How Effective Has the SGA Been?
by Laura Danford
Staff Writer
Kevin McKaig '87 Sharon Feldman '8
In what ways do you think the
SGA has been effective and in
what ways could it be more effec-
tive?
Chris Miles '87
I wish they had a better relation-
ship with the faculty and the
administration. They should com-
municate more to the students
about what they've been doing. ,
Adam Piacente '8
I'm not too familiar with the
SGA but I'm not sure why. I wish
I knew more about what they did.
JJayid McNaughton '88
I think that the Budget Commit-
tee has been effective in trimming
up the budget and doling out the
funds fairly.
Greg Lawrence
I think that the SGA is an excel-
lent buffer between the student
body and the administration; how-
ever, in order for the SGA to be
more effective, I feel that it needs
more student input and better pub-
licity as to its functions.
I think the SGA has been more
entertaining than effective. It
scared the hell out of ConnPIRG
and WRTC and that was fun for a
while. Watching Phillips O'Brien
and Lee Coffin reflect the ultra-
right neo-fascist (oops, I better not
say that, I might get beaten up)
mood of our great land has been
more fun than "Bowling For Dol-
lars", but not as much fun as
"Let's Make A Deal".
Bill Vasil '85
I think they've been effective so
far as in representing the student
body and their views. They've been
enthusiastic and they care about
our feelings on student life and is-
sues pertaining to student life.
Martin Bihl '85
The publicity generated by the
SGA has not been effective in cre-
ating an atmosphere of student in-
volvement. They'd be more
effective if they could somehow
publicize, their activities without
having the Tripod explain the ac-
tivities for them.It's interesting
that a student political group
would shoot down a politically ori-
ented organization.
The SGA has been effective over
the last two years in improving its
ability to gather knowledge about
how the student body is feeling on
key issues; however, its major de-
fect is its inability or lack of will to
challenge the administration .on
key issues. It's necessary not just
to convey ideas to the administra-
tion, but to get action upon them
It has been effective. I like the
way the representatives from each
class are available and they have
information posted outside . the
doors. The SGA is not controver-
sial enough, though.
Freshman Poll Discusses Issues BLOOM COUMTY
continued from page 1
lege" such as opportunities for off-
campus study, open curriculum,
fraternities, faculty reputation,
athletic reputation, etc., for a total
of 28 potential influences.
Dean Waggett said the survey is
intended mainly for planning pur-
poses. There are three aims of the
survey: To see how Trinity as Col-
lege stands in the competitive field
of Colleges, to find out how pro-
spective students perceive the Col-
lege and what is exciting about it,
and also to help the recruitment
process and improve publications.
Waggett said, "We are trying to
map that network of influences to
see what influences positive selec-
tion of Trinity."
Waggett explained that espe-
cially in the last decade all colleges
have been more perceived with the
way in which they are perceived
by the community and the "mar-
ket" of students. What attracts
students to a college is general
perception, and "where we feel
perceptions are incorrect, we need
to know what to change," Wag-
gett said. "That's what the survey
lies behind."
The reason such planning will be
even more important is that the
pool of available college students
is expected to decline until early in.
the next decade. Another factor
could be the proposed' federal
budget cuts in financial aid to stu-
dents, which would, according to
Waggett, take $1,000,000 in finan-
cial aid from Trinity students.
Much of the money would be taken
from the Guaranteed1 Student Loan
Program.
"If that happens, it will be less
clear how schools like Trinity will
be affected. When you tinker with
the student's capacity to pay, a lot
of colleges get nervous," Waggett
pointed out. Students qualified to
attend Trinity would opt for the
less costly state schools. ThusL
while he feels that there will be
enough students who will attend
Trinity under those circumstan-
ces, Waggett feels that the quality
and mix of the student body could
suffer. Although Waggett does not.
believe that the proposed cuts in
financial aid will be passed, he does
hold that there is. also room to im-
prove the market's perception of
Trinity so that the desired quality
and better mix of students can be
attracted.
"So we want to know why the
students do or don't find us ap-
pealing and do something about
it," said Waggett. For instance,
after the class of '82 was surveyed
at a time when the College viewed
housing as detrimental to its rep-
utation, steps were taken to im-
prove it.
As a result of this survey, more
attempts to promote the College's
off-campus opportunities will be
made. If stressed, the Internship
Program and foreign study pro-
grams coudl dispel some of the
negative perceptions of limited op-
portunities available at a small col-
lege. The College tries to calibrate
a sense of what has to be done with
what the prospective students
want the College to do.
The Open Curriculum was
viewed as a positive aspect of the
College, although "we tend to see
that students who are enamoured
of it tend to have lower scores in
math...that poses some important
questions to the Faculty about the
balance between waht students
want and what is good for them,"
Waggett noted.
Many fo the students who were
admitted but decided not to enroll
at Trinity chose to attend Brown
— a school with many characteris-
tics shared by Trinity: It is urban,
small, has an open, curriculum and
thus attracts many of the same
students. "Of course, we're not
alone in taking our lumps from
Brown," said Waggett.
The information gathered in the
Admissions Overlap section of the
survey should lead to improve-
ments in the process of attracting
prospective students, and thus
should lead to an improved student
body, and if indeed there are "lean
years" ahead for education, it
should help Trinity plan for them.
"You must listen to what the en-
vironment tells you, then fold that
into the process of institutional
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Paula Chu-Richardson After
Three Months Leave Returns
by Elana Epstein
Staff Writer
On February 4, Paula Chu-Rich-
ardson, Assistant Dean of Stu-
dents, returned from . her
maternity leave. She had been out
of her office for three months after
the birth of her son, T'ai, on No-
vember 7, 1984.
"Lots of people begin a mater-
nity leave with the fantasy of get-
ting things done," she began,"you
don't. The baby needs all of your
attention — it's not indulgence, it's
a need."
Sitting in T'ai's nursery, his big
blue eyes(which have become a
trademark on the Trinity campus)
stared into his mom's eyes, while
the two played together. "It's a
real joy to watch him grow," Paula
continued, "one day, he can't do
something, and the next day he can
— it's very magical. You get a
wonderful sense of being with an-
other person — not just a cute lit-
tle thing. I'm not overly dignified
— you can enjoy kids more this
way. You surrender to their pace
and way of seeing things. It's more
fun if you are willing to be silly
and sentimental."
When Paula returned to her job
in early February, her husband be-
gan a three month leave from his
position as the head of a graduate
program at the University of Con-
necticut.
"The arrangement works out
well, because Glen is still able to
see students from 4:30 to 8:00
after I get home from work,"
Paula stated. She feels that the
time which child and father spend
together is extraordinarily special.
"Most fathers spend shared time
with their children at night with
their wives. By spending time
alone with T'ai, Glen will get to
know his son in a way many other
parents can't.
Readjusting to her old job has
been easy, according to Paula.
During her leave, her position was
filled by Nusha Martynuk, an art-
ist-in:residenee with the Dance de-
partment. "It's really the same job
as when I left," says Paula, "after
being back a day, it felt like an old
pair of tennis shoes — in a good
sense."
Paula continued, "I was scared
I'd miss T'ai a lot, but I like my
job, and I am busy enough that I'm
fine. We're very lucky to live on
campus. There's a division be-
tween work and motherhood, but
it's possible to blend them. It's also
great to work in an office where
people are so relaxed and cooper-
ative with T'ai. Paula cited her
boss, Dean of Students David Wi-
ner, as being especially under-
standing.
As Assistant Deans of Students,
Chu-Richardson's and Joseph Tol-
liver's jobs are multi-faceted. They
are involved with personal coun-
seling, academic advising, disci-
pline, studies on student life. In
addition, they deal with parents
and faculty, concerning the stu-
dents. "The job has incredible va-
riety," stated Paula,"We handle
whatever walks in."
Of motherhood's effects on her
as a dean, Paula replied, "My at-
titude hasn't changed, but I get a
sense that some people's attitude
towards me has changed. People
view people with babies differently
— they think that motherhood is
so deeply engrained that it takes
away from professionalism. Some
people can't harmonize the two. As
long as T'ai is visible on campus,
these feelings will be there, but the
trade-offs are worth it."
"I can't stress how helpful i t s
been-to have a supportive commu-
nity," said Paula. "We have a cou-
ple of great student babysitters,
and I can very comfortably bring
T'ai to a place like the Cave. Peo-
ple treat him like he belongs —
Trinity has made room for him in





Patty Sinicropi spoke to the SGA
about pressuring the Connecticut
State Legislature not to cut stu-
dent loans. Sinicroui emphasized
thmiti pmMfff^h
lacked the heated debates and con-
troversy which had charcterized
SGA meetings in the first semes-
ter. Towards the close of the' meet-
ing, SGA Vice President Lee
Coffin pointed out that the SGA
"has hit a rut. We have to make
things happen and take initiative.
We've got to find the things that
need to be done. We should want
asked the SGA to help with a pe-
tition drive. After the petition
driave, there will be a letter writ-
ing campaign.
Jeannine Looney said that the
Mather Advisory. Committee is-
currently working on the program-
ming for the big screen TV in the
Cave. Programming suggestions








June 3 - August 9
Summer Language Institute
June 17 - August 9
Humanities and Social Sciences
Mathematics and Statistics
Studio Art and Photography
Foreign Languages
English as a Second Language
The Five-Week Semester
July 8 - August 9
including courses in Drama, Dance,
Creative Writing, Computer Science,
T'ilm, Humanities and Social Sciences,
and English as a Second-Language.
Qualified pre-college students, age 16 or
OUT, are also encouraged to apply to any
of t he programs listed above.
Fnr information and applications, please
' YALE SUMMER PROGRAMS
.H Wail Street -Dept. JJ
H () P>(>\ 2145, New Haven, CT 06520
Tdq.hnne (203) 436-4217
"Lots of people begin a maternity leave with a fantasy of getting
things done. You don't. The baby needs all of your attention."
Outreach Establishes




Roberta. Glaser said that the
SGA Curriculum Committee has
distributed questionnaires about
the proposed curriculum changes.
Roberta, ©laser '>andv K&thy
George said that the Faculty Com-
mittee on Curriculum is trying to
decide how to present the curricu-
lum proposals.
Phil O'Brien said that the Budget
Committee wants to change ap-
proval for organizations' budgets.
O'Brien said that, under the pro-
posed change, the Budget Com-
mittee will approve fixed costs for
the upcoming year in the spring
and the variable costs will be ap-
proved proposal by proposal as the
year progresses. O'Brien said that
organizations tend to have a slow '
hsitory of spending throughout the
first semester and in the beginning
of the second semester. In March,
organizatins "go bananas" when
they realize how much money re-
mains in their budgets.
Hilary Romanoff said that the
Elections Cpmmittee hopes to have
reps for Funston and Smith ap-
pointed by this evening's SGA
meeting.
John Bonelli made two propos-
als. One proposal would establish
a Community Service committee,
the other would establish a per-
manent Awareness Week commit-
tee. These two proposals will be
voted on at this evening's SGA
meeting.
Jim Sickinger suggested that the
SGA deal with the Sigma Nu issue.
Julia Calhoun and Loriann
Weiss, two members of Commu-
nity Outreach, have embarked .
upon a project with the Institute
of Living to develop a program
called One to One, similar to the
Big Sister/Brother program. The
Institute of Living works with chil-
dren who suffer from various emo-
tional disturbances. The children
involved in the program range in
ages from 7 to 16.
To become a Big Sister/Brother
an application and an interview are
required. A committment to spend
4 hours a week is necessary to par-
ticipate in the program. The 4
hours can be distributed in any
manner throughout the week —
either all in one day or over several
days. Big Sisters are not always
assigned girls and vice versa. The
Institute will attempt to accom-
modate those people with particu-
lar preferences of either age or
sex.
Tri-Delta has pledged practically
all of its members to be a part of
the program,- but 20 spots still re-
main. Both Julia and Loriann en-
courage studdnts to participate in
the program. They feel that both
the children and the students who
participate in the porgram will
benefit from the time spent to-
gether. The Trinity students who
participate are doing a tremen-
dous serrvice to the children.
Anyone who wants to obtain an
application should contact Julia or
Loriann. Since space is limited,
those interested should are en-
couraged to respond as quickly as
possible. "We are very anxious to
get the One to One program off
the ground. We would like to be
able to spend as much time with
the kids this semester as we pos-
sibly can," stated Julia.
Although One to One's structure
is similar to that of Big Brother/
Big Sister, no affiliation exists.
. The Community Outreach Pro-
gram will be holding a dance this
Saturday in the Washington Room.
All proceeds will be used to help
Outreach with its various projects.
Various student organizations
have made donations to the dance.
' Every fraternity and the Women's
Center have donated kegs. Mich-
elle Roubal; WRTC disc jockey, is
working for free. Saga has do-
nated cups and 20 gallons of apple
juice. Security has provided its
services for the evening free of
charge. Outreach extends its
thanks to these drganiztion. With-
out their efforts, Outreach could
not sponsor the dance.
The Elderly section is trying to
create an Adopt-a-Grandparent
program, and there are also people
who visit the Gables House regu-
larly. Anyone interested in partic-
ipating in either of these programs
should contact Max Smith.
The Tutoring section is still
going strong. About 30 to 35 stud-
nets are presently involved in tu-
toring; the numbers are still
increasing. A one hour/week com-
mittment is needed to be a tutor.
All tutors work at the Burns Ele-
mentary School.
. Outreach is considering what its'
structure will be like next year.
They no longer want to be an SGA
subcommittee because Outreach
feels no benefits were derived from
SGA membership. They are also
considering a presidential struc-
ture with a presidnet, vice presi-
dent, and treasurer. Elections will
be held as soon as the positions are
determined.
Trin Students Puttin' On the Hits
by Bridget McCormack
Staff Writer
What is lip sync? Did you ever
see that television show called
"Puttin' on the Hits"? People pre-
tend to be singing when they are
really acting out a song played in
the background and are judged on
how much they look like the per-
former1 they are impersonating.
Lip-sync is-growing in popularity
all over — especially here at Trin-
ity. ' - . - . : ' . .
There is a club in Wallingford
called Shaharazod. They have lip-
sync contests sponsored by WDRC
radio on Wednesday nights. The
winners at.the end of the six week
contest get a chance to do their
thing on "Puttin' on the Hits."
They pick winners every week to
participate in the finals. The finals
were held last Wednesday. Sopho-
more Tim Burbank was in them.
It all started three Wednesdays
ago when two freshmen entered
the contest. Bridget McCormack
as Donna Summer and Debbie
Smith as Barhra Streisand per-
formed "No More Tears." They
didn't win, though.
The next Wednesday had a dif-
ferent outcome. Tim Burbank was
Rick Jmaes. And he was Rick
James...no one would have been
able to tell them apart had Rick
James been there. He performed
"Cold Blooded" and it was incre-
dible. He even moved like Rick
James. Burbank lost in the finals
though. ' . ..
A lip sync contest will be held in
the Washington Room at Satur-
day's All Campus party sponsored
by the IPC and the Awareness
Week committee] The winner will
receive a free pizza. Anyone inter-
ested in performing: should contact
Bridget McCormack, Box 1833 or
246-9637. , - • : • " .
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Text of Dean Winer's Awareness Week 1985 Speech
Editor's note: The following ex-
hortation was made by Dean Wi-
ner at the Awareness Week
Opening Ceremony on March 3 in
the Cave.
It disappoints me that we need
to have a formal Awareness Week.
The awareness that we become
sensitive to this week is a state of
feeling, of mind, of attitude and of
value that should be with us 24
hours a day, 365 days a year. I
recognize that some of you are
aware and I 'applaud you. This ex-
hortation is not for you; it is for
those who are less aware than de-
sirable. There are many reasons
why the majority of us express so
little awareness most of the time;
one of those reasons is that we
have so little self-awareness. We
are so preoccupied wearing masks
and playing roles that we are una-
ble to really know what is happen-
ing around us. We receive some
cursory sensations and/or impres-
• sions which quickly course through
our brains before melting into the
maze of our own self interest. Lest
you think I am being too critical of
people in general or students in
particular I shall quote from a pub-
lication by the Cooperative Insti-
tutional Research Program which
•was establishewd in 1966 by the
American Council on- Education.
CIRP, as it is known, conducts an
annual survey of college freshmen
nationwide in which Trinity partic-
ipates. Their results for the fall of
1982 are as follows: "Consistent
with the trends in career choices,
the attitudes and values of the
1982 freshmen showed a greater
deal of materialism and less altru-
ism and social concern than those
of any previous entering class.
Fewer freshmen endorsed such
goals as participating in programs
to clean up the environment, help-
ing others in difficulty and helping
to promote racial understanding.
Even the goal of developing a
meaningful philosophy of life con-.
tinues its steep decline." By the
way, the sample of students con-
sisted of 267,000 freshmen enter-
ing 492 colleges and universities.
Yes, we are touched by the famine
in Ethiopia, especially when a
starving child is thrust upon us via
the television screen. But what do
we do about it then? We might
- comment upon how important it is,
but it doesn't really remain fixed
in most of our consciousnesses. We
too easily move on to the next item
in our lives, eating, going to the
• movies, seeing a rock concert, etc.
What we fail to do is allow the
injustice to permeate our minds to
the degree that it remains with us.
Instead, we return to thoughts
about, ourselves, and for most of
us, these thoughts have relatively
little to do with hardship, preju-
dice, inequality, the environment,
illness, etc. The starving child is so
far removed from us both geo-
graphically and emotionally that it
doesn't touch us except with a
glancing blow. One has to wonder
if each of us is so'self-absorbed be-
cause we all feel a sense of isola-
tion and alienation? If this is true,
it makes our lack of awareness
even more tragic. It shifts even
more of the emphasis from the in-
dividual to the society.
Until we force ourselves to be-
come sufficiently sensitive to be
aware of our own genuine
strengths and weaknesses, it is im-
possible to east an awareness on
the trials and tribulations of oth-
ers. I use the word "force" be-
cause it is not easy to change habits
of the mind and soul without a sig-
nificant amount of hard and exten-
sive work.
Let me provide an example:
Frank is a very unattractive man.
He is also physically disabled. We
are pleasant to Frank but we do
not spend much serious time with
him because he is different and
cannot do many of the things we
like to do. Being different is
strange and even frightening be-
cause many of us feel that if we
are seen too often with Frank, we
will also be considered different
and we are afraid of that. You re-
spond, "Come on, give me break,
I'm not like that at all." I can only
retort, "Be honest with yourself
and try to determine objectively
your own level of self-awareness."
Remember, if we are different, we
may not have the desired friends,
get the best jobs, live in the prime
areas, etc. We don't have suffi-
cient awareness of our personal
strengths to overcome our fears
and therefore it is very difficult to
take others' troubles seriously.
We are so subject to the pres-
sure for conformity that being li-
ked and liking others takes
precedence over self-awareness
and therefore,, the, awareness of
others. If' you tell me you have
complete self-awareness but still
conform, then you are lying, pri-
marily to yourself. No one who
possesses self-awareness and is-
,comfortable with one's self is sub-
ject to peer pressure and conform-
ity to any significant degree.
Consider it to be a challenge to be
aware of yourself arid others. If
you fail to look at college as a chal-
lenge, academically, personally and
socially, you pVobably should not
be here. If you are not challenged,
you cannot be productive. If you
see college as a haven or as a time
to "get by" in any sense without
reaching, you are being lazy and
irresponsible. As a person you have
many rights, but you also have
many responsibilities; one without
the other is &• sham and you are




(IFC) discussed the Sigma Nu sit-
uation at last Thursday's meeting.
Sigma Nu is at odds with the
-College administration over rec-
ognition of the fraternities na-
tional charter.
At the meeting members from
Sigma Nu read excerpts from their
correspondence between them and
the administration. These letters:
have been placed on closed reserve
in the Library.
One Sigma Nu member said that
Sigma Nu "was sacrificed by the
College to make a stance on fra-
ternities."
The member added that Sigma
Nu was recognized -by;:the IFC in
May, 1983. He said that since the
Sigma Nu reps could vote at IFC
meetings that qualified them as a
a recognized fraternity.
The member said that strong
organizations have to take stands
on issues that the College doesn't
necessarily agree with. "What
controls does the College have over
membership in the IFC?" he asked.
The member said that Sigma
Nu's experience is something for
. photo by Jane Wefnfeld
IPC member Bryant Zanko is
deep in thought, :
- -̂ .
the IFC to think about because the
College could attack any of the
other fraternities next.
Sigma Nu does not want the IFC
to deal with the administration;
rather, they want the IFC to deal
with Sigma Nu's recognition.
A TCAC representative spoke to
the IFC about the possibility of a
TCAC-IFC St. Patrick's Day party
to be held on March 16. TGAC did
not ask the IFC for any financial
backing; rather, TCAC asked for
manpower from the IFC.
living in a dream world. One of
your responsibilities is to free your
mind. I am struck by the reticence
of many people, including stu-
dents, to liberate their minds. Do
not shy away from differences
within your peer group. Embrace
them with a sincere interest. Not
only is this responsibility; it is ed-
ucation, learning, and growth. Do
not be so willing to remain with
"your own." Establish your indi-
vidual identity. This is aided by
conversing with others, discussing
your differences and sharing opin-
ions. Be independent while being
responsive; broaden your minds
and question your values.
A typical response to my plea is
"How does that prepare me for a
job?" Is that your raison d'etre?
The world beyond college is some-
times an impersonal, insensitive
one and may not fulfill your needs.
Use your imagination! Too often it
seems we lose imagination and
maybe ideals in the "real world."
Many of you have spent years ac-
quiring and/or being provided with
things. The possession of things for
their own sake can instill a dull-
ness and cause one to be a passive
observer rather than an active par-
ticipant. Things fail to provide eth-
ics, morals, imagination or ideals.
Is your goal at Trinity to learn a
skill so that, after Commence-
ment, you can don the uniform of
the corporate or the professional
world without seriously thinking
about making the real world one
of greater quality? (Quality is not
identical with luxury.)
You are given gifts as under-
graduates. They are not always
found in gaily wrapped boxes with
colorful bows; nor do they always
provide happiness. The gifts you
receive from the Faculty are fre-
quently challenges, hard work,
stimuli to growth. It is undoubt-
edly a truism that maturity cannot
occur without pain. Many of you
have not yet experienced intellec-
tual pain. Most of you/have, suf-
fered emotional pain in your on-
going journey of establishing your
identity. You have learned from
your traumas and failures and
gained strength from both. You
have acquired a better sense of
self. Don't foresake your auton-
omy in order to enter the real
world. It may reward you with a
salary which affords what has
come to be known as a comfortable
standard of living. It may bestow
significant status (however de-
fined), the highest level of medical
care, etc., but it also offers war
and it includes starving millions,
disease, racism, sexism, discrimi-
nation and overpopulation among
other failures. Do not lose sight of
this as you prepare for the future.
You are and will be part of this
world and I hope your feelings of
responsibility flow to those who
may be less fortunate. A student
who takes his liberal arts educa-
tion seriously will be prepared to
be constructively critical and to
think, read, and write with clarity
as well as to be considerate of oth-
Since this is Awareness Week, I
would like to close by reading a
statement made by a Black under-
graduate at Trinity, related to his
perception of student life at the
College. This should help all of us
increase our awareness.
"The student body at Trinity
College is indistinct. About 90% of
the student population is white
with an upper middle to upper class
socio-economic status. Many of the
students are also from a private
school background. As a result, the
white students have similar back-
grounds, interests, dress codes;
academic experiences, and tastes.
There are very few distinct indi-
viduals with different tastes, per-.
sonalities, and interests. Of those
however, who are different, few
will publicly reveal their true char-
acter due to the pressures of con-
formity." ..
"This homogeneity of the stu-
dent body inhibits interaction be-
tween the black students and the
white students on campus. Most of
the white students on campus stay
within certain friendship cliques.
They are content in maintaining
friendly relationships with the peo-
ple whom they have common inter-
ests. Most of the white students on
campus do not actively initiate nor
seek to establish genuine friendly
relationships with black students
on campus."
"The black students as a result,
tend to isolate themselves from the
white students by uniting amongst
themselves. This causes racial seg-
regation and heightens racial ten-
sions amongst the students."
"In addition, very few, if any,
white students attend functions
sponsored by the black student or-
ganizations on campus. This illus-
trates a lack of desire and interest
in such functions. It also and most
importantly illustrates a lack of in*
terest in interacting with the black
students on campus. This further
segregates the races and height-
ens racial tensions among the stu-
dents."
"The lack of diversity in the stu-
dent body coupled with the lack of
interaction between the white stu-
dents and the black students
causes unnecessary racial tension,
conflicts, and frustrations, The two
races are dissimilar in terms of
background and character. They
have very little in common and
hence the white students are un-
interested in reaching out and es-
tablishing friendly relationships
with the black students. The black
students, then feeling rejected and
out of place, become both frus-
trated with the College and every-
one associated with the College."
I urge you all to participate in as
many Awareness Week events as
possible.
By students, Dor students,
"A guide to absolute rock-bottom prices,"*
Ask your friends who've trav-
eled in Europe: the odds are .
. overwhelming they use.d and
trusted the Let's Go Travel
guides. VVhy? ;
Let's Go is written entirely by
students traveling on budgets
as limited as yours. No expense
accounts, no free hotel rooms.
Let's Go guides are
the only ones revised
from top to bottom .
every year, on the spot.
So prices are current and list-
ings up-to-date. No tourist traps,
no rip-offs, and lots of new dis-
coveries every year. And no other
budget guide includes all this:
• where the cheap-but-safe
hotels are
• how to find inexpensive good
eating, even in out-of-the-way places
• in-depth information on history,
culture, and the people .
« getting off the beaten track, be
it by rail, bus or bike
• emergency addresses and
phone numbers, and more.
THE A
LETS
You'll feel like a traveler
instead of a tourist when you
have a Let's Go budget guide-
the candid, complete money-
saver that The New York
Times calls "the granddaddy of
all student guidebooks...by far
the best source.of information on
the specific scene in each
country!'
And if you're not bound for Europe
or the Mediterranean, don't miss
the popular Let's Go USA, Let's
Go California and the Pacific
Northwest, andthebrand-new
Let's Go Mexico. There's no bet-
' ter way to see America or'Mexico
than with "a pied piper that will
lead you away from the clutter




Let's Go Europe, $c> 95
Let's Go USA, $ 9 9 5
Let's Go Mexico
Let's Go California &
the PaclBc Northwest




Let's Go Israel & E g>pt
Let's Go Spain, Portugal &. Morocco
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Former Ambassador White
to Speak on El Salvador
Robert White, ambassador to El
Salvador under President Carter's
administration, will lecture on "El
Salvador: Issues and Conflicts for
U.S. Diplomacy." The lecture is
scheduled for Monday, March 11
at 7:30 p.m. in the Goodwin Thea-
tre of the Austin Arts Center at
Trinity College. Admission is free
and the public is invited to attend.
White, a human rights activist,
is a leading spokesman in opposi-
tion to President Reagan's Central
American policy. White's talk will
be the second in a series of lectures
called "Latin America: Crisis and
Choice," which is being sponsored
by several departments and orga-
nizations at Trinity this semester.
White specialized in Latin Amer-
ican affairs during his 25-year for-
eign service career. He has served
as ambassador to Paraguay, spe-
cial presidential envoy to the In-
ter-American Conferences on
Education, Science and Culture;
and deputy ambassador to the Or-
ganization of American States. He
has held other diplomatic posts in
Nicaragua, Honduras and the Do-
minican Republic, and has had as-
signment in Columbia, Ecuador,
Chile, Uruguay, Barbados and
Grenada. He was Latin American
director of the Peace Corps from
1969-1970.
Appointed as ambassador to El
Salvador in 1980, White supported
efforts towards land reform and
the curtailment of abuses of hu-
man rights. After he was retired
from his post as ambassador to El
Salvador by the Reagan adminis-
tration in 1981, he continued to
speak out on issues relating to
Central America. He has ques-
tioned the American government's
increasing emphasis on military
rather than political solutions in El
Salvador.
Born in 1926, White served in
the U.S. Navy from 1944 to 1946.
He earned a bachelor of arts de-
gree in 1952 from St. Michael's
College in Winooski, VT and spent
the following year in England as a
Fullbright scholar at the Univer-
sity of Bristol. In 1954, he received
a master's degree from the
Fletcher School of Law and Diplo-
macy at Tufts University. White
worked in the private sector until
he joined the Foreign Service in
1955 and his initial assignments in
the State Department were as an
international economist, foreign
affairs officer and information spe-
cialist. His long involvement in
Central American diplomacy be-
gan in 1963.
White currently holds the War-
burg Chair of International Rela-
tions at Simmons College in Boston
and server, as senior fellow with
the Center for Development Poli-
cies in Washington, D.C. He serves
on the hoard of directors of the
American School in Honduras.
White is a member of the Ameri-
can Foreign Service Association
and the Society for International
Development. He was also a senior
associate of the Carnegie Endow-
ment for International Peace.
Computing Society Update
Robert White, ambassador to El Salvador ynder the Carter
Administration will lecture on El Salvador next Monday.
Computer Group T.E.C.S.Launches Spring Agenda
by Chris Barry
Staff Writer
On February 8,1985, the Trinity
Engineering and Computing Soci-
ety (TECS) launched its Spring
term agenda with a lecture enti-
tled "An Overview of Packet
Switching Technology" by Lincoln
Perkins of the Southern New Eng-
land Telephone Company. The
presentation commenced with
some historical background on
packet switching and a discussion
of the relative merits of this tech-
nology over its cousin, circuit
switching networking. The re-
mainder of the talk focused en-
tirely on state of the art packet
switching techniques and their
current applications to satellite
communications systems.
. As Perkins described them,
packet switching networks allow,
peole to communicate with com-
puters and each other via long dis-
tance cables, Developed between
1962 and 1968, packet switching
technology was first officially in-
troduced in 1969 by the U.S. Gov-
ernment's Advanced Research
. Projects Agency (ARPA) and cur-
rently represents several advan-
tages over its predecessor, circuit
switched networks. Specifically,
packet networking is tailored so
that two people or a person and a
computer can "interface" via the
network even if their respective
communications modems have dis-
similar data handling rates: packet
switching design automatically
performs baud rate conversion w-'
ternally. Furthermore, while cir-
cuit switched networks offered
customers links to remote com-
puters, packet switching allows a
person to speak to a computer
along multiple routes. The priciple
advantage of this latter scheme is
that, should a particular commu-
nication link become blocked or
otherwise disabled, alternative
routes can be found for transmit-
ting information. Expanding on
this point, Perkins noted that
packet switching is termed a "du-
plex" technoioa-v because it allows
BLOOM COUNTY
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information to travel in two direc-
tions simultaneously. Typically,
when two people talk on the phone,
voice data travels only one way at
a given time. By allowing data to
travel in a duplex fashion, packet
networks represent a more cost-
efficient and productive means of
information transmission than
their circuit switched relatives.
Supporting this claim, Perkins
noted "[SNET gains]... 50 percent
more productivity over the old [cir-
cuit switched] networks through
k t i t e h i " 'g
Following his comparison of the
circuit and packet switching tech-
nologies, Perkins continued his
lecture with a detailed discussion
of the architecture of packet net-
working systems. First, he de-
scribed the structure of a "data
packet" and its role in a'packet
switched network. Basically, all
people who are linked to a com-
puter through a network have a
unique address assigned to their
location or "node" in the system.
When someone wishes to transmit
data to a computer or to another
person in the network, the "mes-~
sage is segmented into any num-
ber of "packets." One half of each
packet contains a "header" seg-
ment which uniquely identifies the
addresses of its data's source and
destination respectively. Addition-
ally, the second half encodes an
error-check message that is used
to insure the integrity of the pack-
et's data as it is propagated
through the network.
Perkins then explained the func-
tional nature of a packet switching
system. He articulated several
routing strategies that are com-
monly used to transmit informa-
tion and outlined the relative
advantages and disadvantages of
each. One method, termed "packet
flooding," involves what its name
suggests. A person's message is
fragmented into packets which are
then sent to all his neighbor's
nodes. These nodes then continue
the process by transmitting the
packets they receive to all their
neighbor nodes, excluding, of
course, the one from which it was
sent. To avoid duplicate packet re-
ceipt, a neighbor will reject a par-
ticular packet if it has already
received and transmitted it. This
system typically guarantees that a
person's message will arrive at its
destination node. Its only draw-
back is the volume of traffic which
it creates:'' ' ' ' '
A second type of transmission
strategy, called "Directory Rout-
ing," was described by Perkins as
a more organized approach to
packet switching communication.
With this method, each node in the
network is associated with a Rout-
ing Table that itemizes its distance
from every other node in the sys-
tem. As a person's message is
propagated through the network,
these tables are referenced to de-
termine the shortest path to the
destination node. This switching
system is clearly better than
"Packet Flooding," as the dis-
tance indexes can be quickly up-
dated from a sinnews is that the
design of routing tables can be-
come quite complex as the net-
work grows in size.
A final type of switching scheme
discussed — "Adaptive Directory
Routing" — featured Delay Tables
instead of Routing Tables corre-
sponding to each network's node.
A Delay Table lists the time needed
for a packet to travel from a given
node to each of its neighbors. As
data is transmitted through . the
network, each node looks at both
its delay table and those of its
neighbor nodes to compute the
fastest path to the message's des-
tination. Perkins noted that this
communication strategy could de-
termine "the best route based on
delay savings" and that while .it
can signiticantly reduce traffic
jams, it is often expensive to im-
plement.
Concluding his presentation,,
Perkins touched on the applica-
tions of packet switching technolr
ogy to satellite communications
and emphasized two different
types of transmission techniques.
One, termed the ALOHA method,
was described as an existing yet
unreliable means of message
broadcasting. Using the ALOHA
protocol, each user simultaneously
transmits a message to a remote
satallite orbiting at 22300 miles.
The satellite then reflects the data
back to potential receivers on
earth. Perkins commented that,
using ALOHA, only 18 percent of
the messages are transmitted ac-;
curately to earth as the satellite
has a tendency to garble broad-
casts that it receives simultane-
ously. An improved communication
method, termed the "Roberts Re-
servation" system, uses a synchro-
nizing technique to schedule
messages transmitted to the sat-
ellite into time sJots. Each user in
the network is assigned a particu-
lar time slot which he "reserves"
for broadcasting his data. In this
system, message packets rarely
collide when received by the satel-
lite; consequently, 100 percent of
the information is preserved en
route.
This lecture was one of several
events which TECS has planned
for the semester. Other antici-
pated activities include: a discus-
sion of software engineering
applications in the DoD's new lan-
guage ADA, a field trip to the DSO
Manufacturing Plant — a fully au-
tomated factory (they use robots!),
and attendence of the University
of Rhode Island's March 6th Arti-
ficial Intelligence Colloquium iec-
ture entitled "Learning in Parallel
Networks." Individuals interested .
in learning more about these
events, contact TECS at Box 952.
Attend Awareness Week Events...




"Mindfulness and-Meditation as a
Means of Self-Awareness"
Jamie Sullivan and Hunter Sloan
will run some formal and informal
•exercisesincluding Zenstylemedi-
• tation.. A discussion will follow.
•' Seabury Dance Studio
War Games
6:30- 9;30pm Shall, We Play A
• Game? Those wishing to partici-
pate should contact Bridget Mc-
Cormack or Andrew Rougier-
Chapman, .
Washington Room ' ' ,
Mon 1 lth
Mass Appeal
10am -1:30pm Awareness Leads to
Activism Area agency and organi-
zation representatives will be on
campus to encourage student in-
' volvement for particular causes.
U.S.-E! Salvador
7:30pm Robert E.' i fffe, U.S.
Ambassador to El Salvador, will
speak on El Salvador: Issues and
Conflicts for U.S. Diplomacy,-
Goodwin Theatre, AAC
United Way
of the Capital Area
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Editorial
TRINITY TRIPOD
Please Don't Cut Us Off
A college education is not a political issue, it is a
factor that affects society today and tomorrow. As col-
lege students, we are the hope for tomorrow, and as
hokey as that may sound, it's true. It is time for us to
take a stand against what could be the greatest threat
to higher education: President Reagan's proposed budget
cuts In federal student aid. These cuts would eliminate
any form of financial assistance (including loans) for
families earning over $30,000. per year. Families earning
less than this amount will receive some money in aid
and assistance, but the most any family could receive
per student would be $4,000.
Budget cuts have to be made somewhere, but cutting
off federal aid to students will only undermine the future
of the nation. Now you may think this is not such a bad
idea, and this administration has to tighten it's belt
somewhere, but if these cuts go through, they will affect
every student in the country and at Trinity. Trinity College
receives one million dollars in federal aid money and
40% of Trinity students receive some form of assistance.
If Trinity were to stop receiving this aid, it may have to
stop assistance to eligible students. This would result
in a college open only to those who can afford it, rather
than to a more heterogeneous body of students who are
willing and able to meet the academic challenge. The
quality of the students would be loweredw because the
college could no longer attract gifted students with fi-
nancial assistance. Another option to make up for the
lost federal aid would be to raise tuition (around $900
per student). This would be an increase in addition to
the yearly tuition increases.
So what can we do? Should these cuts go in to effect,
some very talented students would have no place to
obtain a higher education. They could go to state uni-
versities, but these institutions can only hold so many
before they have to turn away applicants or expand their
facilities (which would lead to substantial tax increases).
There has to be some form of compromise to insure
that student's don't suffer under this administration. As
students, we must speak out against this decision or
we shall be forced to take the brunt of the budget cuts.
Even if you have never written your legislator, do so
because you have a personal stake in this issue, even
if you receive no financial assistance whatsoever.
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ETTERS
Awareness Week: Not All Liberal
Rhetoric Despite One Club's Beliefs
by Jonathan Moore
Recently, these words appeared
on a flyer advertising a Trinity Re-
publican Club meeting:
The Trinity College Republican
Club will be holding its third meet-
ing of the semester on Wednesday,
February 27 at 7:30 p.m. in the
New Lounge of Mather Campus
Center. We will discuss Aware-
ness Week and what we will do to
take away from the liberal rhetoric
that will be spreading through this
campus.
The line quoted above suggests
a paranoia and a willingness to rel-
egate Awareness Week proceed-
ings to the status of "liberal
rhetoric" before they even take
place. It seems sad, but more than
that, it seems dangerous and re-
actionary to adopt such a defen-
sive attitude in preparation for an
event that in the past has been a




To those responsible for the dis-
appearance of the Trinity Review
posters:
Kindly realize that this kind of
advertising involves money and
energy. There are people who
would benefit from participating in
the Review by submitting their
writing, artwork, and opinions. By
(earing down posters you are
impeding their progress and ours.
If you do not like the Review per-
haps you should channel your en-
ergy in a more positive direction
by submitting to Ofpiand, or Free








I recognize your need to "come
out," but must you inform the Tri-
podi At this time in My life I find
my most fulfilling emotional/erotic
relationships with women. I do not,
however, feel that I must an-
nounce this fact to the entire
school. Your declaration of sexual
preference was brave and com-
mendable, but entirely out of place.
A letter such as yours belonged
not in the "letters" section but




Awareness Week's purpose is to
focus attention on issues that con-
cern us as students and fellow hu-
mans interested in discussion and
enlightenment, issues that are no
more superfluous than facts
learned in a history course, yet
which ordinarily receive scant at-
tention on campus. Awareness
Week is not part of a propaganda
war. It is "liberal" only in that it
aspires to take full advantage of
the freedoms encompassed by the
ideal of a "liberal arts" college.
And yet, no one will argue that
these things are bad, so, then, what
is there to be afraid of? Those who
disagree with the point of a lecture
should go and offer their argu-
ments. At the very least, we owe
it to ourselves not to write it off as
"liberal rhetoric", or harmful,
what we have not yet seen.
Awareness Week does not pre-
sume to dictate points of view, but
merely to promote discussion and
the potential for enlightenment, as
the name — "Awareness" — im-
plies. It seems unfortunate, there-
fore, that a potentially positive
event is prejudged as an insidious,
or subversive, movement against
which any self-respecting Republi-
can ought to mount an immediate
campaign of "counter-rhetoric"
lest anyone actually listen or pay
attention to any of the lecture,
seminars or films that will be tak-
ing place this week. Those whose
paranoia becomes a shield for de-
flecting away ideas before they can
be heard are missing the point.
If the Republican Club is ac-
tually girding itself against an on-
slaught of "liberalism", it willingly
embroils itself in a petty struggle
against ideology for its own sake,
rather than against specific ideas.
It seems to see the sides of an ar-
gument in shades of black and
white only — right and wrong ac-
cording to its "conservative" or
"liberal" appearance. This kind of
blind judgement is superficial and
limiting at best, and at worst,
counter-productive and anti-intel-
lectual.
The existence of groups such as
the Democrat and Republican
Clubs itself speaks commendably
for the freedom to organize and to
represent diverse issues at Trinity.
One must be careful, however, to
recognize where diverse issues
stimulate inquiry and discussion —
both good and positive things —
and where the expressing of these
views shades into the dangerous
realm of criticizing something be-
cause of the attitude it represents
instead of on the basis of an inves-
tigation and analysis of the mes-
sage it contains..
If recommending an open-
minded outlook is "liberal", then
this article will fall into that unfor-
tunate category. But hopefully it
is not. As menbers of this college
community, we accept the respon-
sibility to listen to ideas before we
decorate them with meaningless
and misleading labels.
Does Switch Punish Men?
To the Editor:
In response to James G. Har-
per's "Liberal Bathroom Scam"
article in last week's Trinity Ques-
tioner this concerned writer would
like to make some suggestions. On
the other hand, let's stick to the
article. This article,- for those who
weren't lucky enough to read it,
discussed reverse discrimination of
the sexes using the "controver-
sial" bathroom switch in Mather
Campus Center as its focus. Ac-
cording to James G. Harper this
"switch" was a backhanded, lib-
eral effort spitefully performed to
"punish" men for enslaving
women in both kitchens and beds,
as well as coffee machines for
years. I disagree with James G. in
that I see this action, not as ridic-
ulous and petty, but rather as a
victory for Women's Movements
everywhere. They have won the
hard fought for battle of urinals
suggests a natural male domi-
nance": and fourth, "their life ex-
pectancy is greater - though only
to serve man until his death," (only
after this may she die.)
As for the resulting resentment
James G. predicted over increased
bathroom lines, this writer feels
that they are actually a "blessing
in disguise." Having more time to
wait for a vacant urinal to "pop-
up" I will have more time to hold
my "dominant genitalia" and pay
homage to it as I jump nervously
on one foot trying to avoid an em-
harassing accident.
The James G. article does have
some social merit to it, as the first
sentence of the last paragraph
epitomizes..."So reverse discrimi-
nation can be twisted, as this case
demonstrates," I would personally
like to take this opportunity to
thank James G. Harper for en-
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Geraldine Ferraro Joins Michael
Jackson In The Pepsi Generation
Recently, the Hartford Courant
ran a cartoon of Geraldine Ferraro
on a horse, dressed in armour with
a sword and shield, selling space
for advertisements. The caption
running under this cartoon was
"St. Joan - The Remake."
The event that prompted this
caricature was Ms. Ferraro's soon
to be released commercial for
Pepsi.
Many news shows have been
showing an exert from the ad
which Ferraro does with her two
daughters. Several of these news
shows have then interviewed peo-
ple about their opinion concerning
Ferraro making a commercial.
While some people felt that a
politician had no place making ads,
others did not seem to think it was
a bad thing.
In the Courant cartoon, al-
though the picutre pokes fun at
Ferraro, there is a little caricature




Right or wrong advertising is a
huge business with billions of dol-
lar being spent annually on ads in
the United States. Many athletes,
actors, comedians, and business-
men have sold their names and
faces to Madison Avenue.
While Ferraro is the first politi-
can to be part of such a lucrative
commercial ad. campaign(half a
million dollars to be exact),I fail to
see the difference between her
doing a commercial or Michael
Jackson doing one.
Well known people in good ads
sell products. From what I've seen
of the Ferraro/Pepsi ad it seems
harmless enough. The setting for
this commerical is a sunporch in
which Ferraro with one daughter
is reading the newspaper. A sec-
ond daugther enters the room and
asks her mother if she is looking
for a job. They all talk (the can of
Pepsi strategically located on the
table) and the ad closes with the
Pepsi logo.
This ad can not be called offen-
sive. The fact that Ferraro is mak-
ing $500,000is to me outrageous.
However, considering that this is
a norm in advertising this fact can
not really be held against her.
However, a cartoon I saw in the
New York Times was not as sym-
pathetic. It consisted of a soda ma-
chine with a picture of Ferraro
drinking a Pepsi on it. Each botton
of this machine.had a sign saying
SOLD OUT on.it. One man looking
at the machine said to another,
"Those signs are not talking about
the soda."
Considering the large role that
advertising plays in our society I
find it hard to accuse Geraldine
Ferraro and her daugthers of
"selling out." Besides, they prob-
ably need the money to pay for Mr.
Zaccaro's legal fees!
TrieSe age of Trie SPace
Mew l U P S i , jc
, To BOLPLV SPenp Vouf?
wHeRe iT'S Hevei? Been
The Of A Constitutional Convention
by Phil Robertson
Staff Writer
While American public attention
has been recently focused on highly
fVJSibl&iSHlS? ?uch as South Africa
a ^ ^ W l in ' t f ci, few1 people
know that an issue of perhaps even
greater concern has been develop-
ing on the domestic front.
A call for a Constitutional Con-
vention has been silently making
its way through states legislatures
across the nation and it now ap-
pears that this virtually unprece-
dented event may be soon realized.
Currently, 32 States have passed
petitions for a convention, just two
states short of the required 2/3rds
number needed to compel Con-
gress to act.
Not surprisingly, debate has
been amongst constitutional schol-
ars and lawyers on a wide variety
of questions ranging from
Congressional powers over pro-
posed amendments to selection and
apportionment of delegates.
If called, the Convention would
be only the second one in the U.S.
history; the first one was called to
solely reconcile interstate com-
merce problem's in the Atfttclfeis of
Confederation, but instead ulti-
mately resulted in the writing of
the current U.S. Constitution.
The push for the Constitutional
Convention has its roots in the bat-
tle for the balanced budget amend-
ment. Since 1975, the National
Taxpayers Assoc. and its allies
have been pushing through state
legislatures as a way, they claim,
to put pressure on Congress.
This method of "lobbying" is ex-
tremely dangerous, however, be-
cause there is no way to impose a
limit on what issues could be ad-
dressed by a convention that the
conservatives pushing for the con-
vention wish to have more than'
just the topic of a balanced budget
discussed is evident in the fact that
17 out of the 32 filed state peti-
tions also propose an anti-abortion
amendment. Proponents of a con-
vention argue that written limita-
tions in th(e state petitions will
r/estrict arry* resulting- conVelftidns '
agenda, but conventional scholars
find this claim to be more a matter
.of wishful thinking than fact.
The mechanism of the Constitu-
tional Convention was originally
developed as a separate amend-
ment posing body of the "people"
which would offset Congress'
power, to propose amendment; thus
there would be a means of change
for the population to use to circum-
vent Congress if the government
ever became oppressive. Con-
gresses only duty, therefore is to
call a convention once 34 valid
state petitions have been recieved.
Congress does not have the
power to enforce limitation word-
ing in the petitions (as convention
advocates have claimed), so the
scenario of a runaway convention
is a very distinct possibility.
In such an event, extremely div-
isive proposals like the anti-abor-
tion amendment would further
damage any tense of national un-
ity which might exist at the con-
vention. Given the fact that such a
convention would be toying with
the document which is the basis of
two hundred plus years of Ameri-
can freedom and individual rights,
the current danger is difficult to
overestimate.
The balanced budget amend-,
ment, which is at the center of the
controversy, is itself a fundamen-
tally flawed concept. As part of:
the constititution, the amendment
would greatly restrict the federal
government's ability to respond to
an economic crisis, intervention by
entities in foreign countries or a
collapse in the default on loans in
the international banking system
(a distict possibility in the not so
distant future, given the huge
. debts of economically strapped
countries such as Brazil and Mex-
ico.)
One shuddders to think about the
effect A balanced budget amend-
ment would have in an economic
depression like in the 1930's when
millions were thrown out of work.
The amendment would further
hurt the U.S. position in the world
by directly limiting and we could
give to our allies.
Hard choices would have to be
made concerning his policy priori-
ties, and you can bet that in a scen-
ario of limited aid material
assistance to worthy causes like
the popular resistance to the USSR
occupation of Afghanistan would
take a back seat to U.S. commit-,
ment to NATO and countries in
our own hemisphere.
continued on page 10
A Short Piece Against Extremists
by Andrew Rougier-Chapman
World Outlook Staff
For those of you who missed the
two Beatles movies, don't whine;
some jerk ruined them anyway. He
not only sang all the songs out loud
and out of key, but he also nar-
rated. I felt like making some sar-
castic remark like "Can I have
your autograph Ringo? Or was it
Paul?" But I just sat there brood-
ing while my pent-up anger
mounted
Finally- after hearing him tell
half the audience that the Beatles
first manager committed suicide
seconds before the real narrator
Malcolm McDowell did-1 stood up
in front of this moron and bellowed
"shut up!" Then some joker in the
front turned around and yelled
"Hey! Why don't you shut up!"
Before too long the theater liter-
ally errupted in a shouting match.
I thought about loading my forty-
four magnum and blowing away all
those rude movied goers but I ab-
stained. Besides even if I had
enough bullets the noise of sirens
and dying would have been just as
loud. So I stormed out leaving be-
hind a melee of close to fifty peo-
ple.
I hopped into my big American
car I affectionately call the Tank
and sped off.
I was minding my own business,
just thinking about the little
crosses I'd painted on the side of
the Tank for every little commie
squirrel that has crossed my path,
when a real prima donna cut me
off. "That's it," I thought "No
more Mr. Nice Guy." I was going
to get the satisfaction, or, justice
every vigilante deserves.
I stepped on the accelerator, ma-
neuvered until I was alongside him,
screamed , "Prepare to meet our
father!", and forced his foreign
made job into a ditch. I then
jammed on the brakes, jumped our
of Tank, loaded my trusty forty-
four, leveled the sights between his
eyes, and ....
Stop the story! That's not what
really happened. Actually I merely
leaned towards the obnoxious Bea-
tles freak and whispered "Excuse
me. A.little courtesy please." And
to my pleasant surprise he went
dumb. Feeling so good about my
achievement I even politely asked
a couple of old ladies a few rows
behind me to refrain from talking.
Who wants to hear about their
grandchildren or their teeth? The
women were very gracious and
even apoligized.
After the second film-which I
thoroughly enjoyed-some of my
friends congratulated me on my
tactful and successful diplomacy.
On my way back to my room I
thought "Why Am I going back to
that hole in the ground?" To learn
about the world?" That is insane.
The real world is outside my cell
that I shut out everything but my
own petty concerns. And it is cer-
tainly outside that hideously spiked
barrier that encircles this little un-
real world of Trin. The real world
is with real people,
Infused with such a spirit of hu-
manity I ventured forth beyond the
iron master. No sooner had I left
campus before I ran into a rather
rambuctious gathering of local vil-
lagers.
As I approached ethnic slang
filled my ears. Crude though it
was, it sounded sweeter than old
Trinity standbys like "wicked" or
"nasty."
The nearer I came the more I
realized the need to speak on their
own terms. After all I was the out-
sider. In a flash of briilance I said
"Hey man, gimme five."
Before slipping into uncon-
sciousness I noticed the contrast
between my yellow Polo shirt and
my own blood that was slowly
dripping on to it from the corners
of my mouth.
As I slumped to the ground a
Beatles tune rose above the gut-
teral laughter. "All you need is
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People must be somewhat bored
with reading about Bernard Goetz.
But the problem is his case re-
mains unsettled ethically.
Was it not decided that Goetz
was in the right when he, in his
own words, "snapped", pulled out
an unregistered gun and shot four
teenagers who hassled him on a
subway train?
After all, if New Yorkers are not
protected by the criminal justice
system, should they not defend
themselves? As the facts surround-
ing Goetz's case emerge, his star-
dom diminishes,
Goetz's case was handled too
quickly and too carelessly. And
now it seems that there are new
facts coming out that should
change opinions about Goetz as
hero.
It was merely the outline of his
story that prompted people to
cheer him on. With all the facts
now open to the public Goetz's
cheerleaders can quit.
Mr. Goetz has made the most of
his celebrity. He has become New
York's hottest source on "crime-
busting." He has provided New
York, through the press, with his
idea for ridding crime from a city
which is "sick from one end to an-
other." Civilians should be allowed
to carry handguns as "volunteer
police officers".
But, reminds Goetz, "You've got
to teach them how to get the gun
out quickly. You can't have a guy
fumbling with the weapon, trying
to get it out of his pocket and drop-
ping it. Crimes happen too quickly
for that."
So people cheered his bravery in
fighting back and speaking out
against crime. Joseph Kellmer, one
of Goetz's lawyers, explained: "He
does have a strong desire to focus
the tremendous national outpour-
ing of interest in his plight into
obtaining a betterment of security
for the public."
Now that enough time has
passed and Goetz has been in-
dicted only for illegal gun posse-
sion, new aspects of Mr. Goetz's
story have been released. It is time
to reexamine Mr. Goetz's case.
And the fantasy surrounding it
must be stripped.
In his intial statement to the po-
lice, Mr. Goetz stated that he was
not threatened by the four boys
behavior on the subway train. They
did not display any weapons nor
did they make overtly threatening
gestures. But, having been
mugged twice before, Mr. Goetz
jugded from the boys "body lan-
guage" that they were up to no
good and he "acted like a cold-
blooded savage."
After firing a shot at each one of
the young men, -Mr. Goetz
"checked" each one of them. Find-
ing no blood on the fourth young
man, sprawled on a subway seat,
Mr. Goetz said to him: "You don't
look to bad here's another," and
he fired another round at the
youth.
The question which must tie
asked now is simple. Is not Mr.
Goetz claim of self defense under-
mined by calculated violence? And
does that not leave Mr. Goetz with
no defense? And how did it happen
that a grand jury, which heard all
of these details, so quickly indict
Mr. Goetz only for illegal gun pos-
session?
People are starting to wonder.
The mayor, who was at first
pleased with the grand jury's de-
cision not to indict Goetz on
stronger charges, has changed his
mind. Friday, he suggested that
Goetz may be "a fluke" and he
would not object to a new jury.
District Attorney, Robert Mor-
genthau, claims to be searching for
ways to open Goetz's case, and try
him for heavier majors. He must
come up with new evidence or
changed circumstances to bring
the case in front of a second grand
jury. If Darel Cabey, the one that
didn't "look so bad", either comes
out of his coma so he can testify or
dies permitting homocide charges,
• the case could be easily re-opened.
Mr. Goetz's story has been dis-
torted in every way possible. His
heroism is undeserved. When self
defense allow for such unlawful
violence? This issue must be
cleared up by trial-with a jury for
all the public to see. Only then can
some of the profound social ques-
tions raised by Goetz's case be an-
swered.
No Constitutional Convention
continued from page 9
A balanced budget amendment
would tie the hands of the U.S.
economic superiority, limit devel-
opment assistance at a time when
it is most needed (especially in Af-
rica), and cause national economic
crisis by fundamentally altering
the U.S. taxation and spending
system.
If the actual consesequence of
the balanced budget amendment
weren't bad enough, the motives
of those who have advocated and
would ultimately implement the
amendment are highly suspect.
Presdient Reagan has cynically
championed the amendment while
proving himself to be the most
reckless spender in U.S. history.
Not only has. he never submitted a
balanced federal budget, he hasn't
even come close to one. .
According to "The Budget of the
U.S. Government by 1985", Re-
agan's cummulative deficit in four
years in office in 670 billion dol-
lars; Jimmy Carter's cummulative
deficit from 1976-1980 was only
194 billion dollars. Reagan has ad-
amantly refused anything but the
smalllest of cuts in the Pentagon's
budget, so it can be assumed the
brunt of a balanced budget amend-
ment enacted under his adminis-
tration would fall heavily on social
programs
Further, the amendment would
allow Reagan to raise taxes (some-
thing he pledged not to do in his
1984 campaign) with the excuse
that "I didn't want to, but the con-
stitution forced me to do every-
thing possible to erase the deficit."
Thus taxes would rise while pro-
grams for education, poverty-re-
lief, and public infrastructure
maintenance (highways, railroads,
etc.) would shrink or be eliminated
altogether. The military with its
fiscal track record of $600 toilet
seats and $100 screwdrivers,
would become virtually the sole
duty of the federal government.
Connecticut is one the states that
has been targeted for action by
convention advocates in 1985, but
the group Common Cause has been
fighting to deny the call for a con-
vention.
. As former Watergate prosecu-
tor Archibald Cox said before the
U.S. House Judiciary Committee
in 1982, "The proposed (balanced
budget) amendment would dam-
age the constitution by introduc-
ing matter irrelevant to its
fundamental and traditional pur-
poses. Disaster may yet be averted
if state legislatures begin realizing
the graveness of the situation, and
resist perverting the constitution
by introducing fiscal and moral
dictates where they do not belong
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RTS AND STUFF
Yeomen of the Guard: Fab Fab Fab Fab Fabulous
pficiot by Koily'
Phoebe MrHridr .md Mn h.icl ( onnelly in "Yeon»«n!
by Christopher Corbett and
Catherine Nemser
The Trinity College Department
of Music presented Yeomen of the
Guard this past weekend. This Gil-
bert and Sullivan classic, the year's
largest musical theater produc-
tion, drew a packed house, the lines
in the ticket lobby delaying the
show's beginning for 15 minutes
on Friday night.
Anticipation mounting, 'the
house lights dimmed and the or-
chestra, comprised of Trinity stu-
dents and area musicians, struck
up the overture as conducted by
Gerald Moshell. On both sides of
the blacked-out walls Moshell's
arms, projecting shifting shadows,
set the tone of this unique oper-
etta.
The first scene, opening with a
solo performance by Phoebe Mc-
Bride, was sweet and strong as she
commanded her outrageous char-
acterization of the feather-headed,
coy Phoebe Meryll in -the song
"Ah,Me." Soon followed by Mi-
chael Connelly, playing the doltish
jailer, the two played on the mini-
malist stage left, in front of the
curtain. Connelly's entrance was
strong and consistent. This in fact
seemed to characterize the leads
throughout the show. The en-
trances were powerful and com-
manding, only to strengthen as the
show continued.
As the two exeunt, the curtain
rose to reveal a stunning visual as-
semblance. The picturesque set
and backdrop along with the full
. chorus elaborately costumed in
16th century dress, burst into
song. The festive spectacle show-
cased the chorus, which was full-
bodied and rich, providing a sono-
rous foundation for the show's big-
ger numbers.
Next, the Yeomen marched to
center stage. The synchronous
movements and smooth melodic
style provided by the members of
After Dark, made the Yeomen a
character in its own right. An in-
dispensable addition to the note-
worthy cast, they were a pleasure
both to watch and to hear.
• These reviewers feel that the
merits of the show are so very .
many that to highlight each one is
a task beyond the scope of our pur-
pose. Yet this could not be com-
plete without a number of special
mentions. Floyd Higgins as Col.
Fairfax is but one. His vibrant en-
trance, superbly controlled voice,
and witty, urbane characterization
deserve the highest praise.
From this fine performance it is
difficult to point out among the
many, the stellar. But the en-
" trances of Marc Pinto and Lisa
Howell deserve attention. Miss
Howell (Elsie), the ingenue, had a
full, breathy quality to her voice in
the lower register, and an operatic
ringing all the way to the powerful
sweet top. Pinto, as jesting Jack
Point, was full of a boundless en-
ergy seen especially in his frolick-
ing dances and enthusiastic
singing. His character develop-
ment provided depth, as the comic
began to move toward the tragic.
Yeomen turned out to be unex-
pected in its ironic plot twists that
led this comic operetta toward the
ominous. The pivotal moment
seems to have been Elsie's begin-
ning involvement with Col. Fair-
fax. The typical boy meets girl —
loses girl — gets girl in end and
everyone is ecstatic except for the
villain, was here abandoned, or
rather, turned on its head. The om-
inous and subtle forebodings be-
come finally manifest in the show's
clouded, heart-rending close.
Mention should also be made of
the performances of Jeanne Har-
rison, Matt Bradley, and Gregg
Avitabile. Their characters were
even and strong, lending vital sup-
port. Harrison's voice made a fa-
vorable impression. Avitabile,
especially in his scenes with Hig-
gins and McBride, also lended
strong support. Finally, there were
some truly dynamic pairings that
should be noted: in particular,
McBride and Connelly, and also
Connelly and Pinto.
All in all, Yeomen was a joy.
From chorus to leads, the voices
were excellent and the perform-
ances well-executed. It was indeed
a first-rate production and a thor-
oughly entertaining show.
Trinity's Poet-in-Residence for 1985, Marvin Bell
(undergratduates and offer advjce and he never wrote poetry at high
Prizewinning poet Marvin Bell,
who has taught at the University
of Iowa Writer's Workshop for the
past 20 years, will be Trinity's
poet-in-residence for 1985.
While at Trinity Sunday, March
10 through Thursday, March 21,
Bell will give two public poetry
readings and conduct poetry work-
shops for a group of students from
Hartford high schools.
The poetry readings on Thurs-
day, March 14 and Tuesday, March
19 are open to the public and free
of charge. Both will be at 8:15 p.m.
in the Goodwin Theatre of the
Austin Arts Center.
While on campus, Bell will at-
tend literary writing classes, cri-
tique poems written by
g
Born in New York City, Bell
graduated from Alfred University
in 1958. He earned a master's de-
gree from the University of Chi-
cago and a master of fine arts
degree in literature from the Uni-
versity,of Iowa.
Bell started teaching at the Uni-
versity of Iowa Writer's Work-
shop in 1965. Many of the school's
students have gone on to be well-
known poets.
Interviewed by the Iowa Review
in 1981, Bell explained that he was
raised in a small town on Long'Is- •
land where his father ran a store.
He remembers being excited by the
water all around, in creeks and be-
yond the shoreline. He and others
would be impelled to "steal" a
small boat for the day, or else go
out with clam fishermen.
There were few books at home
enthusiasm went into being radio
ham, jazz trumpeter, photogra-
pher and potter. Starting seriously
to write poetry in Chicago 1961,
he employed in it his college-found
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interest for Dewey, in the sense of
being practical* arideohiiemed" for •
the usefulness of ideas.
Bell finds in his own poetry a
strong argumentative and correc-
tional element, that many poets
would think a liability, but that has
has learned to accept. He likes' the
wisdom in poetry, such as found in
that of William Carlos Williams,
but poetry does not depend on it,
and wisdom may not!be enough.
Problems of the world can be re-
formed either by hard revolt or by
a change of individual conscious- "
ness. In this way, artists, writers
and teachers can affect the chang-
ing times.
Men of power all have books in
their libraries. Bell confesses a
penchant for metaphysical aphor-
isms. He views poetry as a kind of
reporting; the writer having to
weigh his inherent ideas against
other evidence reaching him. A
poet does not need to have trav-
elled the whole of the exotic world,
but can make himself out of'the
meanings of small, simple things.
' Bell likes in poems an intimacy and
a sense of addressing someone.
A prolific writer, Bell's most re-
cent book of poetry is Drawn by
Stones, by Things that Have Been
in the Fire (1984). Among the nu-
merous awards he has received are
the American Poetry Review
.Prize, the Lamont Award, and the
. Balch Prize. He also •received a
senior Fullbright Fellowship to go'
S to Yugoslavia in 1983, a Guggen-
heim Fellowship, and a National
Endowment for the Arts Fellow-
ship. Bell has benn described by
reviewers as a "very funny sad
man" whose poetry is "salted with
Jewish wisdom and Humor."
The poet-in-residence program is
sponsored by the Trinity College
Poetry Center with a grant from
the CIGNA corporation. Pdets-in-
residence in the Trinity program
have been: Louis Simpson, Philip
Levine, W.D. Snodgrass, Lucille
Clifton, Cynthia MacDonald, Pab-
ney Stuart, and Wiliam Staford.
Auditions
The Actor's Attic are holding auditions for two one-act plays. He/me at
Six by Lee Faulk, snd Reunions by David Mamet.
Auditions will be Monday and Thursday, March 4 and 7, at 7:00 p.m. at
JP's Restaurant, 15 Asylum Street, Hartford. Four men and five women
are needed. Age'range, 14 - 55 years. For more information call 247-8144.
Baroque Ensemble
The Baroque Ensemble, Musical Offering, will present an evening of
Chamber miisic ar the Jorgonsen Auditorium at UCONN, Storrs, on
Wednesday, March 6, at 8:00 p.m: . :.
The ensemble will be joined by soprano Arieen Auger. Auger is consid-
ered one .of the foremost interpreters of the Baroque repertoire. An
opportunity to see this outstanding American soprano perform with a
preeminent Baroque ensemble is rare and should not be missed.
The Hartford Ballet's Romeo o.nd Juliet is recognized across the country
as ono of the most original and striking landmark productions of this
Shakespearean tragedy of star-crossed lovers. For the first time in four
years, Hartford Ballet will revive its acclaimed full-length production with
the famed music of Sergei Prokofiev, choreographed by Michael Uthoff.
Performances are scheduled for March 8, 9, and 10, at the Bushnell •
Memorial Hall. Tickets are available now.
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Interview with Artist-in- Residence Linda Laurent
The following is an interview
with pianist Linda Laurent, Art-
ist-in-Residence at Trinity since
1982. Dr. Laurent is a graduate
of The Oberlin Conservatory, The
Julliard School, and received her
Ph.D. from' New York Univer-
sity.
She has performed at the
United Nations, the Whitney Mu-
seum, Town Hall, and Tully Hall
in New York. With pianist Stan-
ley Hummel she has given con-
certs throughout the
northeastern United States (in-
cluding here at Trinity) and has
recorded on the ERSTA label.
Her research into French music
resulted in two years of study in
Paris, where she worked with
Gaby Casadesus and with Nadia
Boulanger at Fontainebleu.
Dr. Laurent is the founder of
Chamber Players at Trinity, the
fine Chamber music ensemble
which is scheduled to perform
the fourth concert of their inau-
gural season, this Saturday,
March 9 at 4 p.m. in Hamlin Hall.
The Chamber Players are
Linda Laurent, pianist; Julie
Charland, cello; and Cynthia
Treggor, violin. Guest perform-
ers for this concert are: Greig
Shearer, flute; Rebecca Flan-
nery, harp; Robert Hoyle, french
horn; and Katherine Consiglio,
viola.
The program will include a
new work by composer Laura
Greenberg commissioned by the
Chamber Players, as well as a
Quartet for flute, horn, violin,
and cello, also by Greenberg;
Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp




Why don't you start us out by giv-
ing me a Little background on the
Chamber Players — its beginnings,
members...
Well, I met Cynthia Treggor, who
is a violinist and Asst. Concert
Mistress of the Hartford Sym-
phony, while she was here to give
a recital in which I was to accom-
pany her. I thought she was very
good. It was Cynthia's suggestion
that we get together to do a Cham-
ber piece, so she asked, a cellist
that she knew very well, Julie
Charland, to join us. It was just
about a year ago that the three of
us got together for the first time.
We performed a , Schubert Trio,
and had a wonderful time working
together. So I got the idea that it
would be really interesting to have
a resident Chamber group, a reg-
ular series, and have guests so that
we wouldn't always have the same
sound, as well as to give us a wider
repertoire.
and the community. We've done
fairly well in getting a wide audi-
ence, which is in part due to Cyn-
thia Treggor's following from her
involvement in ARIOSO, another
Hartford Chamber group.
How about recording? The caliber
of the group's performances, I
think, without a doubt, is first rate
— par excellence.
The Chamber Players at Trinity: pictured left to right,
Cynthia Treggor, Julie Charland and Linda Laurent.
How often do you perform, and is
it always here at Trinity?
We set up initially this five-concert
series. We wanted it to be free to
Trinity students and accessible to
the community. The Chamber
Players hope to build a two-way
musical bridge between the college
Why thank you. We have taped all
of our concerts, and two of these
will be aired on Connecticut Public
Radio very soon,- so that's exciting.
About the recording, I don't really
know. That's a real financial ven-
ture. ' -
How much support does your group
get from the students, the admin-
istration, the faculty...In other
words, how do you, after being here
for two and 112 years, find the en-
vironment?
That question certainly cannot be
answered without giving mention
of Dean DeRocco. He was ex-
tremely supportive in funding the
Chamber group. He may have "been
an exception — being a musician
himself. But he was very suppor-
tive of the arts.
I'd say that our concerts are at-
tended by maybe two-handfuls of
professors, and a number of stu-
dents. But as we go along, I see
that attendance has gotten better
and better with each concert, and
that's encouraging.
Personally, the Chamber Music
concerts are my favorite of all the
musical series here at Trinity.
Is that right? (laughing) I think
you're probably fairly unusual.
Well, a room like Hamlin, I think,
is so perfect for Chamber mu-
sic...the size, the acoustics...
Exactly, the sound is beautiful. I'm
drawn to that room, but there are
some problems. What we really
need is a piano that could have a
permanent piace in the Faculty
Club. It could be used for parties,
for nice noontime musicales, for
our series...We do have a concert
hall here but I find it just lament-
able for chamber music. It has a
dry acoustic and it's cold. And no
one wants to play there. It would
be nice if we did, as the pianos are
right there, but we just love the
arrangement of Hamlin. It's so el-
egant. It seems to suit, perhaps,
my childhood vision of Chamber
music. It's realiy a very pleasant
environment.
/ understand that for your upcom-
ing concert, the group has commis-
sioned a work by composer Laura
Greenberg. Are you familiar with
her music? and how would you
classify it?
I don't know a lot of her work, but
I do know this piece that she wrote
for us. She's from New York and
has worked with some of the bet-
ter known composers there. I'm
not sure if her works are twelve-
tone, in the Schoenberg tradition,
but it is certainly atonal. Yet it has
atrace of romanticism. For exam-
ple, one of the main themes of the
piece, is a theme from Wagner's
Tristam und Isolde. However,
Laura has told me that the piece
was inspired in its themes and
form by Beethoven, his piano son-
ata Op.109, and she is interested
in sheer sound.
/ enjoy it, but I fear many people
shy away from 20th century music,
especially the more atonal pieces.
But the Chamber music concerts
have really found a good mix in
including the music of different pe-
riods into each program.
Yes, I think the contemporary mu-
sic concert that has only contem-
porary music is a real disaster. For
this concert, we're putting Green-
berg's piece between the Debussy,
and the Brahms which will take up "
the entire second half of the pro-
gram.
Which piece is your favorite?
Oh, I wouldn't want to say. I love
all of them. I like one almost be-
cause it is set against the other.
Mai's in the future for The Cham-
ber Players at Trinity?
Well, we have an upcoming con-
cert Apri] 28 as well, and we are
hoping to receive college funding
to continue the program as we look
forward to beginning our second
season. Presently, I'm really happy
to be able to play so much Cham-
ber, music. It's always been a
dream of mine. And this is really
an ideal setting for it.
I have to say that my solo career
is not my preoccupation. I consider
all the things that I can offer to
Trinity to be important. The
Chamber music, along with teach-
ing classes and individual students
and various other performances, is
just one aspect. Trinity has offered
me my first full-time position, and
I'm very happy to have it.
Well I hope I speak for all of us
dilettante of music when I say that
we're happy to have you.
The Chamber Players at Trinity
will be performing this Satur-









Kitty Brims, a Studio Arts major
and member of the class of 1985,
recently displayed her artworks in
the ongoing series of student ex-
hibitions in Garmany Hall. Kitty,
who is primarily a painter and
drawer, has studied at the Parsons
School of Design in Paris (aca-
demic year '83-'84) and plans even-
tually to continue her studies in
graduate school. Meanwhile, Kit-
ty's plans include a trip to West
Africa to study African art.


















Push Hoop To Win
by Stephen K. Gellman
. Sports Editor
All season long two freshmen
have started for the men's basket-
ball team and they are not Tom
FitzGerald and Terry Blaney. Yet,
it was FitzGerald and Blaney, as
much as freshmen starters Jon
Moorhouse' and Mark Langmead,
who played a crucial role in Sat-
urday's 59-58 victory over West-
ern Connecticut.
FitzGerald hit the game winning
foul shot with three seconds re-
maining, and Blaney played nine
solid minutes in the second half for
foul-plagued Mike Donovan to help
Trinity advance to the ECAC
semifinals.
It has been a difficult year for
both freshmen, who' were accus-
tomed to starting in high school.
Adjusting to the substitute's role
has been no easy task.
"It's the hardest thing I've ever
had to deal with," said Blaney.
"I've always played most of the
game. Now I never know how
many minutes I'm going to get or
where they're going to come."
This was taken to a ridiculous
extreme Saturday when Blaney
stepped off the bench to take two
crucial free throws after Mike
Donovan was fouled and hurt with
• 1:34 left. Blaney hit one of two.
"It's tough, but you've got to
have your head in the game while
your sitting on the bench," noted
Blaney. "It can.be discouraging."
FitzGerald echoed Blaney; "I've
always played every minute all my
life. I've had to work on coming
off the bench cold."
For coach Stan Ogrodnik, jug-
gling four guards (Langmead,
Donovan, Blaney, and FitzGerald)
has- been a year-long challange.
Saturday, however, the depth pro-
vided by Blaney and FitzGerald
proved decisive.
"You hope they're ready to step
into a situation like that," said
Ogrodnik. "Everything they did
contributed to the one-point that
was the difference."
And on Saturday night the last
point, the one point, was a Fitz-
Geraid free throw.
Men's B-Ball Nips Western
continued from page 16
to set up the hectic final seconds.
In addition to being a physically
demanding game for the players,
it was mentally taxing for both
coaches and players.
Coming into the game Trinity
coach Stan Ogrodnik knew West-
ern would try to keep the game at
a slow pace, and the Bantams
i
. defense for most of the night in an
effort to force a quicker tempo.
Western responded with pati-
ence and more patience, working
the ball around the perimeter be-
fore springing someone free un-
derneath.
"It's playing defense against
Western hard mentally,"- said
Pfohl afterwards. "You have to
concentrate and not breakdown on
defense."
In addition, both teams had to
do without key personel due to foul
trouble. For Trinity, Donovan
picked up his fourth with 14:04 re-
maining* and sat for the next nine
minutes."
On the other hand, Western had
to do without Muzio for large pe-
riods of both the first and second
halfs.
It was a one-point game to the
very core and at the end, it was
Trinity that had the one point.
HOOP N.OTES-The Bantams
fought an upset bug that was
sweeping New England. Top-
seeded Colby was shocked by Wes-
leyan 66-63. It marks the third
straight year Colby has lost in the
first round of the tourney. More
importantly, it leaves Trinity as the
highest remaining seed, guaran-
teeing' the Bants home court ad-
vantage for the remainder of the
tourney.
Ken Abere shots against Western.
BLOOM COUNTY


















Forged ill a Tradition
of Excellence
Because the Officers wearing it are the best
in the world at what they do
... they have to be
It takes a special breed




who can control the
world's most sophisti-
cated aircraft. There's
no room over the
oceans for aviators
that are second-best
To find out if you're qualified, see the Navy Representa-
tive that will be in the Campus Center on March 7 or call
collect (818)462-6119.
Minority Students Encouraged to Apply




ever challenge. Only an
uncompromised
standard of excellence









On Wednesday February 21, 12
members of the women's swim
team set out for Southeastern
Massachusetts University on Cape
Cod for the 1985 New England
Championships, They were ta-
pered, shaved, and sharp. More-
over, they were determined to
finish their season with a flurish.
They did.
In a remarkable three-day ef-
fort, the Chicks displayed great
flashes of talent and brilliance, and
notched a surprisingly strong
fourth place finish.
Perennial champion Williams re-
peated,' followed by undefeated
Tufts and powerful Bowdoin.
These finishes were predictable,
but the strong Bantam showing
was not. They surpassed excellent
performances by favorites Am-
herst and Clark, both of whom had
earlier taken the Chicks' measure.
Top performers for the Chicks
were Barbara Brennan and Ginny
Finn. Both of these AH-Americans
came up with brilliant swims that
signalled their return to top form.
Brennan's 1:59.02 in the 200
freestyle and 54.82 in the 100 free
qualified her to swim in the Na-
tional Championships in Atlanta.
Not to be outdone, Finn poured
it on for a 2:18.76 in the 200 back-
stroke, to also qualify for the Na-
tionals. Brennan's 200 free time
and Finn's 200 back time also es-
tablished new Trinity College rec-
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The men's swim team had a successful outing at the New England's
ords.
Senior diver Mary Ellen Foy was
in excellent form as she racked up
333.40 points in a tough competi-
tion to place seventh. There were
more than 30 divers at the cham-
pionship.
High place finishes by the 200
Medley Relay of Finn, Laura
Couch, Lulu Cass and Brennan,
and the 400 freestyle relay of Su-
san Deer, Kim Horstman, Cass and
Brennan were instrumental in the
Bantam standing.
The' 200 freestyle relay of Cary
Lyford, Chever Voltmer, Deer, and
Horstman also made the finals and
boosted the Chicks growing point
total.
Captains Couch and Cass both
had great meets. Couch made the
finals in the 50 breaststroke
(33.49), the 100 breast (1:13.07)
and the 200 breast (2:38.49) with
her best performances in years.
Cass made the finals in the 50
fly (28.56), the 100 fly (1:03.25),
photo by Sarah Granger
and the 50 free (26.2).
Other swimmers who sparkled at
SMU were Deer, who scored in the
100 IM and 50 breast, Horstman
(50 fly), Lyford (50 back), and Su-
sie Cutler (50 back).
All the Chick swimmers were in
top form and recorded their fast-
est swims of the season, in many
cases the personal best of their ca-
reers. They were truly the sur-
prise team of the 1985 New
England Championships.
Skiing Still Building Its Racing Team
by Peter Morris
Special to the Tripod
When most people on campus
think of the ski team, they think of
the annual spring dance and the
raffle.
These events, however, are only
the fundraising side of • the ski
team. The fundraising is necessary
to supplement the $2,000 which is
allocated to the team by the SGA
Budget Committee.
It is ski racing, however, toward
which most of the team members
give their time (they are away
about 58 hours a week during the
ski season).
The team started dry land train-
ing in the fall under coach Steve
Berlack's supervision. Berlack is a
former pro racer from the eastern
circut who helped get the team
going.
The team races in the Osborne
Division (which is Division II) of
the New England Eastern Colle-
giate Racing Association. The di-
vision offers the stiff competition
of Amherst, UMass, Boston Col-
lege, Brown, Plymouth State Col-
lege, Central Conn and UConn.
The season consists of ten races
during five weekends at Berkshire
East, Waterville Valley, Cannon
Mountain, Loon Mountain, and
Berkshire East, respectively.
Two slalom races are run on Sat-
urday and two giant slaloms are
run on Sunday of each weekend.
The combined times for the two
races on each day are tallied up for
each racer and then the best five
times for each team are added to-
gether. The team with the lowest
time wins.
Most teams have ten racers as
compared to Trinity's seven or
eight. Because of the competition,
and the age of the Trinity team
(five of the eight are freshmen),
the Bants usually came in last or
second to last during the meets.
The ski team has only been in
existence-for five years and its sta-
tus is only that of a club sport.
Most other teams have vans and
other luxuries such as matching
giant slaloms suits.
Trinity's racers, however, have
high hopes. The racing lineup of
Peter Weiss, Tim Cunningham,
Jeff Yager, and Chris Imrey can
look to the addition of Gates Garr-
ity, who was the captain last year
but is abroad this year.
Also Mark Galley, a freshman
who raced in the top or second po-
sition during the first race before
hurting his knee, may be back next
year.
Racers like Weiss, Max Smith,
Peter Leavitt, and Will Dunning
helped the team immensely.
"Weiss can cut a better turn than
I can," says Berlack.
Despite a few tough falls, Smith
put in a solid year with Leavitt
close on his heels. Dunning, who
just started racing this year, im-
proved tremendously and will be a
key racer next year.
Next winter, every racer will be
back and the team can look for-




Trinity sent six members of the
men's swim team to compete in
the New England Championships
at Springfield College last Friday
and Saturday.
It was a remarkable two days for
the Ducks as almost all of the
swimmers turned in one or more
of the fastest swims of their lives.
Co-captain Rex. Dyer as ex-
pected was one of Trin's brightest
stars. He blazed to a 22.41 in the
50 freestyle, a personal best 48.97
in the 100 free and a spectacular
55.8 in the 100 backstroke.
Phil Drinkaus dropped his 2UU
butterfly time eight seconds by
churning to a brilliant 2:05.12, es-
tablishing a new Trinity College
record. Drinkaus came back with a
56.08 in the 100 fly, by far his best'
this season.
Freshman Chris Robbins and
Mike Williams both had sensa-
tional performances, each swim-
ming the fastest time of his life .in
each of three events. Robbins went
2:10.46 in the 200 back, 59.46 in
the 100 back, and 2:08.59 in the
200 IM.
Williams, swimming the same
events, registered a 2:13.27 in the
200 back, a 1:00.00 in the 100 back,
and 2:11.80 in the 200 IM.
The 400 medley relay of Dyer,
Jim Loughlin, Drinkaus and Tim
Raftis also made the finals with
, season's best 3:47.78. •
Coach, Chet McPhee commented
• that it was "probably the fine'st
taper we've ever had. The whole
team peaked perfectly and we had
great swims."
The Ducks looked very sharp,
and despite the loss of stars Dyer
and Raftis to graduation, the fu-
ture looks considerably brighter on





Hockey 8:00 (at Wesleyae)
The hockey team advanced to tomorrow night's ECAC semifinal with a win over Framingham State.




Karen Rodgers has just completed her fourth season of varsity basket-
ball at Trinity. Rodgers, along with former teammate Karen Orczyk ('S3)
are considered by most to be the best two women's basketball players in
Trinity history.
But Rodgers isn't soley a basketball star; she's contributed to both the
varsity soccer and lacrosse teams as well.
"I started playing lacrosse for the first time when I was a freshman,"
said Rodgers, "and now its my second favorite sport next to basketball."
Rodgers is one of those good all-around athletes that Trinity's women's
athletic program has been granted and built around.
Rodgers was captain of basketball her sophomore, junior and senior
years. Sophomore year she was the only captain, but the past two years
she has shared the position first with Orczyk and then Kathleen Soley.
"My junior year was the toughest because I came back from Vienna
mid-year. There were four new freshmen that I knew nothing about, and
I had a hard time trying to fit in and get the team together," said Rodgers.
"It had a lot to do with why our reco;"d wasn't so good."
Tuesday Afternoon
JUUA MCLAUGHLIN
This past year, things on the basketball team went much more smoothly.
The team's trip to Ireland over Christmas break brought the team close
together.
"Going to Ireland really helped with the closeness of the team, and the
closeness made the losing easier to accept."
In her freshman and sophomore years, Rodgers received the Most Val-
uable Player award at the NIAC's and Whaling City Tournament. Trini-
ty's women's basketball team also won both of these tournaments and
finshed as the best team in New England Division III.
Unfortunately this success has not continued, for in the past two years,
Rodger's team hasn't qualified for the post-season tourney.
"Other teams got better and started playing as aggressively as we play.
We also lost Chrissy Lofgren (the 6'1" center) and Karen Orczyk," rioted
Rodgers about Trin's recent troubles.
Part of Rodgers' success as a captain for three years has been her good
relationship with coach Karen Erlandson.
"I guess I was the Mason between the players and Karen. Everyone
really liked her, but I understood her the most," said Rodgers.
Rodgers plays point guard, a position of leadership since she calls the
f< î lH^»'(|̂ *8t«i*#iopl3B'̂ «4=..5f©fc'ahi%averftges Appoints 9 gfercje) which a»a
lot from her position.
"I think I surprise a lot of people. They think I won't go inside and try
to shoot over them, but I do go inside and shoot a lot!" laughed Rodgers.
But it's no surprise to anyone who has followed women's basketball at
Trinity that Rodgers presence will be sorely missed next year.
Hockey Balances Attack
continued from page 16
the third period! Further, the Trin
gameplan of putting pressure on
the young Ram defensemen
worked well as five Trin goals were
scored by taking advantage of Ram
mistakes; three goals came off two-
on-one situations and two off of
giveaways.
The scoring this'year has come
primarily from the Sload line;
Sload led the team with 20 goals,
Meyer collected 29 points on'10
goals, and Keator notched 19
points on 11 tallies. But many of
Keator's goals came when he was
on other lines, adding some scor-
ing balance. •
Although the other Trin lines
haven't scored as prolifically as the
Sload line, they each have their as-
setts. The Sheehy-Newark-Slaney
unit is a superb checking line; the
Stetson-Loeber-Shriver line is
quick and features two freshmen
in Loeber and Shriver who should
develop into solid scorers; finally,
the Robinson-Worthing-Ward line
creates problems with its great
speed.
Karen Rodgers completed her basketball career last Tuesday photo by Sarah Granger
A 14-6 overall record and 14-3
mark within the division certainly
attests to the fine play of the Bant
forwards this year. So what if they
don't have a scoring machine like
Plum or Brickley — neither of
them played on a championship
team, while this year's club, ranked
number one in the Division III
ECAC standings, has a good shot
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"They got it done," was all as-
sistant coach Alex Magoun-could
say after Trinity grabbed a long-
sought-after victory in the Union
Men's Invitational distance med-
ley relay.
Coming off a disappointing New
England Division III Champion-
ship, the relay team of Krister
Johnson, Dave Banta, Dave
O'Donnell and Dave Barry tasted
victory after two years of finishing
close to the winning spot.
Johnson's lead-off 800 estab-
lished a lead for Trinity which they
would never lose. Banta and
O'Donnell carried the baton to
Barry whose devastating kick put
the lid on the victory.
Barry crossed the finish line in
school record time, eight seconds
ahead of the second place team
from the State University of New
York at Stonybrook.
Barry added to his earlier relay,
victory by later winning the 1000
meter run, exploding with about
200 meters to go and kicking home
for the victory in a fine time of
2:30.4.
Banta also returned later to
place third in the 50 meter dash,
clocking an excellent time of 5.9.
Trinity scoring was rounded out
by Matt Harthun who finished with
a fifth place jump of 13-0 in the
pole vault.
.Magoun added to Trinity's day
with a second place finish in the
non-scoring open mile run, finish-
ing in a time of 4:31.4.
Despite the abbreviated squad,
the team's overall performance
was a good warm up for the out-
door season which begins on April
6, at Westfield State. Trinity will
compete against Westfield, Am-
herst, Coast Guard, and Middle-
bury. :,
Hockey Moves To Semis
continued from page 16
two-on-one pass from Kevin Ro-
binson.
The third period was nothing less
than a shootout as four goals were
scored by both schools, Only one
penalty was called the entire pe-
riod, allowing for more back and
forth offensive rushes.
Trin got goals from Pete Wor-
thing, Sload, Robinson, and Sload.
The Rams, led by Chuck Allen's
two scores, tied it at 4-4 before
going down to defeat 7-5.
On the whole, it wasn't a picture
perfect win, allowing five goals in
a playoff game, but Dunham will
take it. He's not asking how they
, won, only if.
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Despite a rare, porous defensive
effort, the hockey team posted a 7-
5 win over the visiting Fra-
mingham State Rams in the open-
ing round of the ECAC Division
III Playoffs.
Although outshot 39-27, the
"Bants offense made up for some
lazy defensive play by exploding
for four third period goals as Trin
answered the Rams' attack tally
for tally in the final 20 minutes.
The Bants were paced by the
outstanding' play of the Matt Kea-
tor-Mike Sload-Vern Meyer line,
which accounted for four goals on
the afternoon.
The 7-5 win catapults Trinity
into the semifinals, which will be
held tomorrow at Wesleyan.
As far as the Framingham game,
went, suffice's to say that it
doesn't matter how you win, but if
you win when the playoffs roll
around.
"It was a very sloppy defensive
effort by us," noted Bant head
coach John Dunham, "caused, in
part, by some great forechecking
by Framingham."
This may have been the same.
Ram team that Trin pasted 9-0 in
January in terms of personel, but
not in terms of execution.
"They played together much
better and appeared to have a bet-
ter overall idea of what they
wanted to do," explained Dunham.
The Bants also had an idea of
what they wanted to accomplish
on offense — namely to put a lot
of pressure on the young and vul-
nerable Ram defense, which fea-
tured three, freshmen and two
sophomores.
The strategy worked to perfec-
tion as the Bants scored five of
their goals off of defensive lapses
by the Rams. What Dunham didn't
expect was a sloppy defensive ef-
fort from his own troops.
"You age fast in playoff games
like these," said Dunham. "We
were fortunate to get four goals
from the Sload line and Art Fitz-
gerald kept us in it with his play in
the nets. But Framingham proved
they belonged in the playoffs."
The first ten minutes featured
close-checking and cautious play by
both teams, with Framingham get-
ting the better scoring chances.
But Trin got on the board first
when Meyer scored on a wrap-
around past Ram goalie Rich Mor-
rissey.
The play was set up by Keator
who blew past a defenseman be-
fore feeding the puck to Meyer be-
hind the net.
The Rams' Kevin Shanahan an-
swered with a power-play goal that
deflected off a Bant before it
reached Fitzgerald.
Panalties posed a problem in the
game as 15 infractions cut down
on both teams' momentum, partic-
ularly Trinity's. With the Bants
spending most of the first 40 min-
utes in the.box, they were unable
to generate much offensive flow
and had to settle for three oppor-
tunistic goals.
Meyer capitalized on another
Ram giveaway at the end of the
first and scored a similar wrap-
around goal to give Trin a 2-1 lead
after one.
Only one goal was scored in the
second as solid penalty-killing" by
both teams continued to slow the
pace. Dan Ward made it 3-1 off a




(Inset)Tom FitzGerald prepares to fire the winning free throw. Mike Donovan nearly has his arms
chopped off against Western. photos by John shiftman
Balanced O Key For Hockey
by Marc Esterman
Senior Sports Staff
The heart and soul of the Ban-
tams' hockey team this year has
been its defense. Led by co-captain
Barney Corning and goalie Art
Fitzgerald, the defense has played
well as a unit, which is par for the
course as defense has traditionally
been a Trinity strong-suit. But
what has been most pleasing this
year is the emergence of a bal-
anced offensive attack.
Over the years, the Bants have
been luckey to put together one
dangerous scoring line; in fact,
Trin's hockey team hasn't had a
legitimate scoring star at forward
since George Brickley patrolled the
ice in the 70's.
T.R.Goodman and Chris Downs'
were solid two-way forwards on
recent Trin teams, but neither
could be considered a true scorer
of the magnitude of Brickley. Not
only has scoring goals in great
numbers been a problem for most
Bant teams, but balanced scoring
has been an even rarer commodity.
But this year, the Bants have four
solid lines and their depth at for-
ward has posed problems for the
opposition.
Trinity has no one on its current
roster who can match the scoring
exploits of Brickley (113 goals and
82 assists) or Bob Plum (85 goals
and 66 assists), but they do have
four balanced lines, speed up front,
and a couple of good scorers in
Mike Sload and Vern Meyer. All of
these factors played a role in the
Bants' 7-5 win over Framingham
in the opening game of the ECAC
Division III Playoffs on Saturday.
"We put seven goals up on the
board but, more importantly, we
had lots of good scoring chances,"
said head coach John Dunham. "I
think our speed tolled on them at
the end. We simply wore them
down.
"We felt if we could push the
puck across the goal line and make
their defensemen handle the puck,
we'd get some breaks."
The breaks came as Trin got four
goals from the Matt Keator-Mike
Sload-Vern Meyer line and four in
The Framingham goalie braces for a shot on goal, photo by John Shiffman continued on page 15
by Stephen K. Gellman
Sports Editor
In what was a cross between a
chess match and a football game,
the men's basketball team de-
feated visiting Western Connecti-
cut Saturday to move into the
ECAC semifinals.
The well-earned 59-58 win sets
up a rematch tomorrow night (8:00
at Ferris) between the Bantams
and Connecticut College. The
Camels, 89-70 upset winners over
third seeded Framingham State,
lost to Trinity in last year's ECAC
championship game.
Saturday's contest was as tense
and physical as one could imagine.
The lead changed hands 22 times,
16 in the second half alone, and
there were eight ties.
After Western's Andy Misiolek
hit one of two free throws with 46
seconds left to knot the game at
58-58, the Bantams held for one
final shot.
With eight seconds to go, point
guard Mike Donovan drove the
lane and fired up an off-balance
shot that spun off the rim. Bill
Pfhol and Western's Doug Murphy
both batted at the rebound before
it popped out to Trin's Tom
FitzGerald.
The freshman shooting guard
spun and was fouled by Murphy as
he threw up a rushed jumper with
three seconds remaining. After a
Western timeout, FitzGerald hit
the first and missed the second.
Time ran out as Western tried to
rush the ball upcourt.
"I haven't shot foul shots that
well this season," said FitzGerald.
"I just tried to go to the line with
a positive attitude."
It was a fitting conclusion to a
game where neither team led by
more than four points, and each
second-half possession was an all-
out battle.
"It was a war underneath," said
Trinity forward Ken Abere. "We
just kept fighting as hard as we
could."
"They're probably the best man-
to-man team we've faced all year,"
noted freshman point guard Terry
Blaney. "They just played their
hearts out."
It was obvious from the begin-
ning of the second, half that the
game was headed towards a tense
finish. There were ten lead changes
in the first five minutes as the
teams traded baskets.
The Bants took their biggest lead
of the game, 52-48, with 8:19 re-
maining when Pfhol grabbed an of-
fensive rebound and turned it into
a three point play.
Western responded with six
straight points, four on the strong
inside play of Ken Berube.
Abere tied it at 54-54 with a shot
from the left baseline, but West-
ern took the lead back on a perfect
back-door play with only 4:03 left.
Mark Langmead and Western's
Mike Muzio traded foul shots be-
fore Abere tied the game at 57-57
with 2:25 remaining. FitzGerald
came up with a steal at the two-
minute mark, and the Bants went
into their spread offense.
After a half-dozen passes, Don-
ovan slipped backdoor and Murphy
hammered him rather than con-
ceed an easy basket. Donovan lay
on the ground for a good minute
and was finally replaced by Blaney
who hit one of two foul shots with
1:34 left.
Misiolek then hit his free throw
continued on page 13
